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GAMES J.br P H 0 G R E . S  
lIJ/r~se do ?tor ordrr rhes~  Ronws in advance 

There will he a larger-than-usual number of 
games heing published this April and May, 
and from H idelp differing periods. From the 
contemporan. era will hc F i w F i ~ h f ,  a squad. 
le\cl game ernplra~i~ing iniantv operations 
in the U.S. and Russian Armies. Going a11 
the tvl.ay hack to the I'th C e n h ~ y ,  there will 
he the Thirty Y ~ u r s  Wor QtrodriGarnc. I n  
addition, rEie game in Issue 54 of SRT will be 
a f i f th  FnIw crlvenng the battle of 
Rrei~cnicld. Right in the middle. there uoill be 
the first of our  Power Politics Series gamer. 
the Russfur~ Civil War. 
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Cornparitive Evaluation: 
Dreadnought & Jutland Steve List 

The Rlissiurr Civil Wur was one of those 
games that worked the first time out, putting 
US of a' a 
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order to experiment with many of the ideas 

. - - -. . - - i that the game syrtcm generated. Being 
, baricallv a multi-Player came of a very 

Dreadnought Super Extension Arnold Hendrick 

. - 
chaotic conflict, there were a lot of things we 
wanled to build inlo the game. basic all^, the 
cnmhat units pop up in provinces: the more 
p o p u l o ~ ~ s  a province. the more cornhat units 
arc going tn rire up there. I n  addition, most 
pro\ inces either have Reds, whi tes  or Greens 
appearing rherc to the exclusion of the other 
rypes. The combat units by themserves d o  net 
nlette: they are moved by the leaders. 
Leadership was vev critical in the Rusrian 
Civil War. All of the major Red and White 
leadcrs are here. includine h n i n .  Trotskv. 
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~ r n n ~ l c ,  Deniken. ~okchak, and even such 
relativelp low-mnked leaden as Bela-Kun 
and Stalin. The "armored train?" are built 
inlo !his leadenhip movement system. It i s  
not jult the leaderc that  are represented by 
~ h c  lcndcr vounrers, but  also their entourage 
and cadre? that were used to stiffen the 
comba~ unit< under their cammand. Losses 
from non-comhat causes. which accounted 
for 80%) of the In~\cs among combat troops, 
plav an important part in the game. 
Generally referred to as "plague" (although 
plague was not prevalent. it was primanly 
direase, s tanat ion and expowre). Units are 
cnn~tanlly being wiped out in a random 
farhion. The leader\. of course, are less 
afit.ctcd bp the "plague" effects if only 
because they could afford tn take better care 
of themqelre<. Lenders u-crc, unfortunately, 
mare vulnerable to assassination and there 
arc rules in rhc game for assassinations of 
o thrr  Player's leaden. Another prohlem you 
had tn w o r p  ahout was purge\, e<pecially 
among the Red\. I f  one Player get5 ton 
strong, the other Red Players will simply get 
topether and conduct a purge. Of course, 



they can be counter-purgcd and this whole 
purge procedure can, and usualEy does stop 
the game right in its tracks until the dust 
settles. Combat itself i s  rather simple. You 
attack just about whatever is in the same 
province as you are. Players also have to 
worry ahout  foreign intervention by 
Japanese, Americans, French and British. 
and then there is always the Imperial 
Rus~ian gold reseme and the Czar's IamiIy 
wandering around in Siberia. The game 
bcgins in the summer of 1918 with the 
German Army of Occupation still holding 
the line in Western Russia. Six Turns and 
thirty months later, the game grinds to a 
halt: not by fiat. but generally because 
replacements are cut off at that  point, as a 
result of the 25 million casualties inflicted 
upon soldiers a n d  civilians by the 
depredations of the war. It's going to be a 
very interesting game. 

FireFi~hf  conlinues to roll along. The first 
stage is essentiallv finished as the basic play 
system is set. This involves a Direct Fire 
Phase and a Movement-Fire Phase. Unlike 
most of our games, in which one Player 
moves all of his units or fireq all af his units 
before the second Player has a chance to 
move or shoot. FrreFi~hf has alternate unit 

movement or alternate unit fire. This creates 
an illl~sion of sirnul taneity without recourse 
to extensive written plotting. 

The units arc based on individual vehicles 
and crews of the intantry/MG fireteam. The 
scale is three minutes per Turn, 50 meters 
per hex - approximately that of Tank! 
However. the game is trot a modified 'I'unk 
game. The wax i t  is shaping up now. each 
unit will have its own unique Range 
Attenuation Table and the terrain effects will 
be more sensitive to different units. For 
example. an  MI13 (APC) will gain mare 
benefit from a defillade position than an  
MhO IMBT). 

The fire-game Thirtv Years War Qriudri- 
Game is now just about complete. The 
system, which is derived from the hasic 
NA W system, i~ intact with v e e  high marks 
for playability. Employing totally fluid, hut 
active Zones of Control. a disruption result, 
instead of retreat. on the CRT, and a signifi- 
cant role for individual Leaders in both 
morale and combat. the system manages to 
quite accurately rimulatc the relative tactical 
inflexihilit_v of the rigid formations used 
during the period. Lrrtzen. Breitenfeld and 
Rocmi were all fought o n  f lat battlefields, 

whcrc thew formations could he most 
efficaciou~lv employed. A nypical battle might 
xee a ruccexrion of infantry us, infantry rlug- 
fext~,  alterna~ing with artille? barrages 
and/or cavalv prober at the enemy center, 
with intermittent cavalry 5kirmishes on the 
flanks. Tense contests are the order of the 
day, a\ both <ides seek to maintain a solid 
line and keep the flanks secure while 
retaining a substantial cavalv rexerve to 
(hopefully) make the final decirive charge 
against the disn~pted enemy infantl?; center, 
or. i t  things go badly. cover the retreat. 
Nosdlingeri and F r ~ i h u r ~  were rougher 
battlefields, featuring a wider field of 
maneuver and troops really not all that well 
suited to take advantage. Hreiterzf~ld will he 
published in SX T 5.5; the other lour will: be 
packaged as the 'I'hrrrjs Y p a ~ s  War 
Qt~udrSGamr. 

The SK- 7.52 Feedback included a new series 
of games. The grand tactical games did ve? 
well. particularly the ones on Ge~tysburg and 
Waterloo. Since the Water100 QuadriGame 
atso did well. ufe decided to do Gettysburg. 
This game will be called T~rr ihle Swi/! 
S M O ~  - the three days of Gettyshurg, and 
will hc published in June. I n  SR T 54. we will 
habe a series of Feedback question5 
proposing more game5 of this tvpe, so thrs 
mny he the heginning of a new series of 
games. 

Russian Civil W u r  Pla,vrest Mup 

Terrible Swifr Sword shouId be the ultimate 
grand tactical: boardgame when it emerges in 
Julv. Using three mapr, with a scalc of 
appraximately 120yard~ to the hex, the units 
will be regimental-xized for infantry and 
cavatry, and individual batteries for artillery. 
That means there will be close to hOO combat 
unitr, along with the 75 or so commanders 
that we're now using. The map is one of the 
finest pieces of terrain research we have 
done; in fact, the terrain s i l l  he a revelation 
to those who have been playing the smaller 
versions of the battle. 

The basic system is one of ranged weapons' 
fire and melcc. as k found in moqt tactical 
games. I n  TI'S, however. each regiment fires 
a particular weapon. Endfields or Spring- 
fields, Sharps carbines or rifles, perhaps the 
vaunted Spencer Repeaters, or even pisroIs! 
It is the~characteristicsaf each weapon - for 
hoth uffenhivc and defensive purpows - that 
differentiate the unit<. I n  addition, each 
infant? regiment will have to sow about 
formation, facing and ammunition supply, 
all in a TyTtern that har been rernarkahly dirt- 
Free alnd easy to play. There will. in addition, 
be two tvpes of leaders: officers and rom- 
rnanders. with the former having direct 
control w e r  their individual troops, while the 
latter aid their junior counterparts. Each 
leader has been rated for his capabilitier, and 
the best brigade can be ruined by an infenor 
officer. A dual-counter step-reduction system 
enables us to provide qua~i-limited intelIi- 
gence while laking combat losses in actual 
casualties! It's fun on a grand scale. 

A l ~ n  to hc puhlishcd in June ir the Nonh 
Africa QrradriGarn~, which is just entering 



PROFILE 

MODERN BAITWS 

The MoBern Batties Qua&- v t e m  
ewers a lot of ground; few pints are sacri- 
ficed for playability. And there am numervus 
tricks and quirks in the system, which add 
Pariety aad realism. Tire CRT is novel and 
the d e r y  rules, simply fantastic. 

Mukdm is replete with s p d  nJss aad 
weapons, wiih three e u w y  different 
ssenari~. Two of the $eenBTi86 are pure 
blitzkrieg - in the bt, the me~haBieed 
So&& have to break the Chinese infantry 
line, take Muk&n, drive south, and fight off 
a puwerful, counterattack. In the md, the 
kv i&  IW artilltry and ahpower to pund 
hell out of Chinese infantry holding the city, 
then move in with p o 4  armored 
f ~ ~ .  TBe tb3xd scenario talw plaee 
after the city has fallen; Chinese partisans 
descend Prom the hills and blow up b r i d g ~ ~  
aod airfields whiIe the Soviet gamhn 
balances defense wiih atsacks on the hill 
baoes.ThescenarbsshowbotbsiWd 
and strong points; the di£bmccs betwemi a 
small, powerhl fom and a huge army of 
rather weak camon fodder. 
Tke Map shows the larp city of Mukden 
@henyang), a crucial Manchurian road 
aexus. Tkere are 49 hexes in M u k h ,  which 
i s a n a w f u l I o t o f r o o m f o r ~ ~ t h g .  
Three d m  help slow the Soviet advance, 
and allow Ch&m gunboats, to ope*. 
There are gram, waods and hots af mom- 
Gains, all of which cast mote MPrs for the 
Soviets. ILeg infantry, WW is almost all 
Cbese, pays t MP for atl terraitll South of 
the city, there is a hue,  open plain, broken 
d y  by a two-htx town, an atea simply 
wonderfuf for deployment of armor. 
Tke Countem are tan for the Swiet: and light 
green for the Chinese; instead of wit 
symbols, rn used. Even for 
infantry. 
The Units are m d y  infantry (medianid 
and leg), armor, and d l k q .  Elan-&erg 
units he Attack, Defense and Movement 
AUm~nces. Artinery units have bombard- 
ment, Final Prrr idvc  Fire, R a g e .  ~~ 
and Mmment Allowances, Bombardment ip 
simply Attack Slmngth; FPF is added to the 
Meme Strength of a unit baing attacked. 
FPF iepmmits the abiity of madern wits to 
caltinfmiufmntoftheir~s.Defense 
Strength is used only wken the d e r y  klf 
is kimg attaekcd, FPF cannot be used in 

The Chinese bve soma unusual units: AT 
gun brigades halve the Attack Strengths of 
attacking tank units. Gunboats are artillery, 
except they must (obvisusly) stay in t h  
rivers. Mortars are d y  just d w y  p h .  
There are no air units; instead, akpomr 
jmhts are deployed for atiack and FPF 
without even a ~ t t e n  notation. Since h 
are helve hour Turns, it e m s  logical b a t  
there is no lag betw-een caUing for aiqmm 
and receiving it. 
The CRTs are Wmt. There are two, 
which are d intwthangaably at the whim 
of the attacker. The "Mobile" Table consists 
almost entirely of retreat sesults, with a touch 
of Ae and & at the far mds. The "Actiyc" 
Table is for use in gung-ho and desperation 
attaeks. It is bloody, and full of exchanges. 
Ax results are like mchanp, except that the 
defender is not destroyed; he remts. In 
Mukden, the Chinsse d almost always use 
the Active Table, as they can win a baffle of 
attrition. A h ,  the loss of a Soviet unit 
aeatesagap inihcliuethaiariilbehard to 
m. 
The Mechaniw are b d  upon NapoIeon at 
W a t h .  That means no voluatmy mwe- 
ment nut of a ZOC; all adjacent Enemy units 
must be attacked: all adj$cent Friendly units 
must d e  attacks; and no stacking. 
MukdBn is the only game in the = r i a  with 
supply rules. Chopping the M e t  supply line 
is a favorite C h h  move. It hurts, cutting 
Attack and Movement in half. Chinese 
amor suffers equally, but the infanby 
suffers only minor eftects (and, nabrally, !eg 
infantry's movement is unaffected). Sonet 
paratroops (which are just everyday leg 
infantry) m considered to be in constant 
supply by airdrop. 

fie h e h 1 1 1  Rule is perhaps the key the 
whole campaign. hdmd it shows the big 
difference ktwFtn Westtrn and Eastern 
military Mnkiq .  Guerrillas are created 
w h e w  a Chinese infantry unit is destroyed 
(unless it is surround&). Also, they may be 
intentionally created at the cnd of m y  
Movement Phase. Guerrilla uaits all have a 
Strength of "0-2-0," regardless of the 
S h g t h  the unit originally had. They are 
affwted d y  by & and Ex, not relmtt 
results. They exert 2 MP Zones of Delay, 
instead of ZOC's, and the effects of multiple 
ZOC's is cumulative. Slogging through a 
mass of guerrillas can k ppainfuliy slow. 

G u m i h  emplaced on the Soviet supply line 
can e d y  win the game - if they can w h  
an important point without being zupped. 

THE SCENARTOS 
The Battle for Asia is the M v e  battle of 
the campaign. The Soviets have broken 
through tha border defenes into the hart of 
China. Militia and infantry must guard the 
city until the mobile - (along with the 
meager Air Force) come up to c a u n h w k  
the powerful Swiet corps moving southward. 

The C ' e s e  set up thrse militia divifioas 
and an infantry division, along with one AT 
gun, artillery and gunboats. [All units, except 
for Soviet infantry, are regiments or 
brigades. Swiet infa119 units a barn- 
lions.] The Soviets start in the north with 
three tank regiments, three infantry batta- 
lions, and artillq. In addition, t h  
parachute battalions make a drop; they 
suffer p&Me watter, but not often enough 
h womy the Soviet Player. The best thing to 
do with them is to drop them in the rear, 
where they can hinder Ctiiaese eommuni- 
cations. It won't mush hurt the Infantry, but 
it might do something to the Chinese armor 
when it coma up. On the other h d ,  there's 
an awful lot of supply h e  to cwer and the 
Swiets might be better off -lag near the 
front. The problem here is that they thcyt 
scatter into the forests or on top of a Cbhm~ 
unit (the latter being non-fatal, but distinctly 
uneomiortable). Never drop units in adjacent 

if t h y  scatter into the same hex, one is 
destroyed. But those drop@ t ~ o  far apart 
wiil be cui off and d&n@. Paratmops are 
not decisive, anyway. 

As the Soviet Player, you must play the 01' 
blitzkrieg. You have a lot of air support and 
lots of ofl&vc artillery. Knock a hole in the 
line with you 4-2-12 armor and move fast. 
Remember that if you mll r DRQ, you get to 
advance f ~ .  Use y o ~ t  1-2-12 hf~ntrp to 
hold the flmh and protcet the d e r p .  
Watch for Chin- trying to sneak amund 
behind you to cut your supply b. rf 
using the optional nuclear nrlw hbich can 
do dengemus things to play balance) use a 
fsw on whatwet part of the Chinese Ilne 
you're not attacking, more to *#ern busy 
than to M e t  casualties. Incidentally, the 
rules don't spec$ whether or not Chiaege 
units destroyed by nuke cm fornl guerrilla 
units. [Yar, they l wn - iM] On Tim Two 
you gut a much-neeW infantry W o n ,  



which should help the offensive. especially 
the three 3-2-12 assault battalions. And on 
Turn Three, another division arrives, along 
with the carps artillev. Your problem isn't 
really shortage of units. it" lack of time. The 
Chinese keep coming in a never-ending 
stream of cannon fodder. You'll break 
through. but you'll hare to take the city to 
destroy the threat to p u r  line. Remember, 
too, that the Chinese reinforcements for the 
first four Turns can enter in the city. I've 
seen Players break through into the south. 
only to be caught between infantry 
mobilizing in the city and armor moving up 
from the south. Warch your flanks! 

If everything goes according to plan (not that 
it ever does) you'll have taken almost evesy- 
thing north of the Hun-Ho River by the time 
the big Chinese armored force arrives on 
Turn Eight. The Victory Conditions say, in 
effect, move south as soon as you clear the 
city; there's an awful lot of ground to cover. 
If your paratroops have been doing 
something useful, they might be able to set 
up some kind of perimeter south of the 
Sha-Ao River. This force really might 
distract the Chinese armor. In any case. the 
Chinese should be forced to take to the 
offensive. The Chinese aren't really built for 
the offensive; they lack mobility. They do 
have Attack Strength. And the Soviet 
artillery has little FPF; those Kapusha 
rocket trucks aren't very accurate. Airpower 
FPF helps, but decreases steadily as the 
game continues. A small mobile reserve can 
smash any breakthrough (perhaps on the 
Active Table if necessaq) while the artillery 
units can help keep the flanks secure by 
k i n g  placed in a line close behind the front. 
Artillery i s  fragile, hut their ZOC's can delay 
the Enemy for a crucial Turn. Once a strong 
line or perimeter is formed, the Soviets can 
hold en forever ... f they're supplied. 

The Chinese face problems of their own, but 
there are good things happening. The 
Chinese must use the same tactics that the 
Soviets used in 1942; trade distance for time, 
fight hard when necessary and kill whenever 
there i s  a chance. Playing the Chinese 
commander takes a near total disregard for 
casualties. So be it; you have more than 
100,000,000 militia. You're fighting a battle 
of attrition which p u  cannor lose. 

Set up in a half-moon in the city. Your flanks 
will be safe due to the constricting terrain on 
the sides of the city. It is almost certain that 
the initial Soviet advance will come between 
the big "grove" lactually rice paddies] and 
the mountains. It might even be profitable to 
set up a militia outpost line in the northern 
suburbs of Su Etai Tzu and Wen K'uan 
Tun.  It won't stop the revisionist dogs, but it 
could slow them seriously, especially if you 
get to form guerrillas. That could force them 
onto the Active Table, which will produce the 
exchange results you need. Exchanging a 
militia regiment for a tank regiment is 
something akin to a miracle. But it can 
happen if the Soviets are careless. You'll note 
that many armor buffs have a great disdain 
for infantry. and will do rash things with 

their tanks, sending them far ahead into 
exposed positions. Hir em! Use that Active 
Table! Send that horde forward; you can 
afford exchanges. Every unit you kill creates 
a gap; every smashed tank regiment helps 
cripple his offensive. You get an infantry 
divi~ion every Turn starting on Turn Three. 
and your artillery. unlike his. has lots of FPF. 
Create guerrillas. You have two AT gun 
brigades: keep them together. You have one 
vehicle. the 2-3-9 c a v a l ~  unit. See if you 
can't do something diversionary. like raiding 
the artillery a t  the supply line. Don't forget 
to set up some sort of reserve to plug the 
gaps; unfortunately his speed means you 
have to guard long flanks. You'll probably 
have to do  something about those 
paratroopers, too. Remember that an Ex 
leaves no Soviets, but there will be a guerrilla 
remnant of your force. Try to keep your 
artillev out of the line, but i f  a section is 
falling apar t ,  plug i t  with a weak 
(expendable) artillery unit. If you hurt him, 
and he doesn't pull off a large envelopment, 
he'll still be north of the Hun-Ho river on 
Turn Eight when that fantastic counter- 
attack force comes on to blunt and thrust. At 
the least, that force will be able to form an 
impenetrable defensive line. That 3-2-9 
armor and mech infantry is as good as 
anything he has except his three tank outfits, 
T h e  extra artillery will help, too: the two 
Turns of airpower can cripple him. 
Remember that you are fighting over terri- 
torial objectives, not casualties. As long as 
you knock most of his units north of the 
river. nothing much matters. You have 
thirteen Turns to wear him down. Add it up: 
you have sixty units to his thirty-six. You 
have 152 Attack Strength Points and 127 
Defense Strength Points (counting FPF for 
artillery). The Soviets have RR Attack and 61 
Defense Strength Points. The problem, of 
course, is that his average Movement Allow- 
ance is 10.58 and yours is 5.95. And he 
receives 116 Air Points to your 11. And the 
bit problem is that he gets all his troops 
petty much at  the same time. while yours 
come in gradually. 

This scenario requires agressiveness by both 
Players. The Soviets must carry out a cIassic 
blitzkrieg operation across bad terrain with a 
vulnerable rear. The Chinese must launch 
savage local counterattacks and one big 
counteroffensive. The Soviets face a guerrilla 
infantry army with a history of tenacious 
defensive actions (admittedly those were 
mostly in mountainous terrain). The Chinese 
face a mechanized foe with powerful air 
support. The Battle for Asia is an exciting 
game. and a variable one. It is possibly the 
best scenario in the entire Modem Battles 
QuadriGame. 

The Siege of Mukden looks at first glance to 
be dull. It isn't. If you change the names and 
nationalities you end up with a replay of 
Stalingrad, only better. The Soviets, with one 
tank and one mech division and lots of 
artiilery and air, have ten Turns to take 80% 
of that huge city away from a force which 
starts with four infantry divisions and lots of 

artillery and gradually receives two more 
infantry divisions, three militia divisions, AT 
guns, cavalry and lots more artillev. Again, 
the Soviets have the offensive strength to 
knock holes in the Chinese line. The Chinese 
have the ability to foul up Soviet plans with 
Active counterbIows. The terrain helps both 
Players when defending. The Chinese must 
form a solid wall of guerrillas as soon as they 
have enough units. generally sometime 
around Turn Four. An arc through hexes 
1915. 1813, 1713. 1412, 1212, 0914, and 
0915. or thereabouts. will be short enough to 
protect most of the city; eight hexes are given 
up - but with a long line they'd soon be lost 
anyway. If the Soviets try a long flanking 
movement to attack from the south. you can 
just shuttle some units the three hexes from 
the north end of town. A good idea for the 
Chinese is to try to pin down as many units as 
possiblem. reducing the Soviets' mobility. If 
the Soviets take most of the city, but also 
take heavy casualties, you'll have to launch a 
counterattack with whatever mobile force 
you've maintained. 
The Siege scenario is a lot like two powerful 
wrestlers grappling, trying to find a weak 
point to push the opponent off balance. Once 
one of them is down on the mat, the match is 
pretty close to finished. 
Guerr i l la  scenario Victory Conditions 
changed a lot during playtesting, primarily 
because the Chinese seemed to lose a lot less 
often than they won. I still think the scenario 
is somewhat unbalanced.. 
A mechanized division and three tank regi- 
ments are the garrison for the mapboard, a 
rear area containing six airfields and 
eighteen bridges. Thirteen 1-1-3 militia 
brigades and two mortar units (Movement 
Allowance of nine) start in the mountains; 
their objective is to blow up bridges and 
airfields, and to interdict roads. The Soviets 
must guard the bridges and airfields and tv 
to capture six militia headquarters. Arith- 
metic shows that the Soviets can't try a static 
defense, so they must try to pin down the 
Chinese with their ZOC's. The Chinese, 
however. iffnore terrain Movement Paint 
costs - they can dance around the 
road-bound Soviets with the same dexterity 
they showed in their Korean offensives. 
The Chinese move first, starting in any 
mountain hex or non-road hex adjacent to 
mountains. Something like haif of their units 
should guard the HQ's (clustered in two 
groups in the northeast and southeast) and 
the rest should move for the airfields. 
Airfields need only be moved through to be 
destroyed, while bridges must be sat upon for 
a Soviet Player-Turn. If a Soviet trundles up 
to the other hexside of the bridge. the 
demolition is stopped. Also, airfields are 
worth 8 points, bridges only 5. Once the 
airfields are destoyed (or rendered irnpreg- 
nable by Soviet physical wcupation) you can 
turn your attention ta the bridges. Naturally. 
all good opportunities shauld be taken; the 
tour closely spaced bridges in the southeast 
comer are very nice targets and oft 
overtooked by the Soviets. Seldom should you 
enter a Soviet ZOC. You'll almost certainly 



lo5e the unit. Your maneuverability in rough 
~ersain w i l l  save you often. If forced to 
attack, use the Active Table. And use the 
g u e r r i l l a  r u l e .  
The Soviets would love to put a unit in every 
target hex. hut simply cannot. If possible, try 
to keep units in areas with lots of targets. like 
the previousl! mentioned hridge concen- 
ration, and the one east of Hu Shin T'ai in 
the nnrth.  You'll certainly lose some 

targets, but don't let it bother you. The key to 
victory lies in the partisan HQ's. They're 
spread out in such a way that they're easy to 
take. NQ's are worth fifteen points each, and 
in ten Turns you should be ahle to take at 
least four. U\e yuur airpower. The Chinese 
a r t i l l e ~  will probably he providing FPF for 
the HQ defenses, hut with only h FPF Points. 
it won't he much of a threat. I f  you see a 
Chinese unit heading for a target and  it'^ less 

than 12 MP's away. ~ e t  it .  Pin it with Your 
ZOC, tn .  to wrround and kill it. Then go on. 
I stir1 heliebe that  th is  scenarlo i s  
unbalanced, but i f the Soviet presemcs his 
units. goes after the HQ's, and dwsn't ignore 
the prerence of the dastardly Chinese raiders 
in the rear, he ha5 a chance. And hecause 
this scenario tunlikc the others) is on a point 
sy~tcm. you can always adjuqt i t  to ynur 
likinc. 

by Frederick Georgian 

W~~nhrrrg  is a fast, clean game, in which 
tactical finesse and xtrategic implications 
flourish. This article will concentrate on 
~trateqic analysis. The strates rests on 
under~tanding the terrain and the direction 
of the attack. 

The Advance to Contact scenario I16.1), is 
probably one of the most popular scenarios 
for a number of reasons - ir allows bath 
offense- and defense-minded play, and the 
Victon, Conditions came a direct head-on 
collision at Wun.burg. Two Players equally 
tactically competent will draw. To win. 
though. a Player must develop an edge hy 
rneanr of having a better ~zrategic grasp. 

T h e  U.S. Player is the first Player to move. A 
typica! first move is as follows: he advances 
his helicopter unit (2-3-211 -30) to hex 071 1 to 
cut the road leading to Wunburg: his armor 
(3-3-12) advances to the extent of the Move- 
ment Allowance. i.e.. to hexes 1116. 1216 and 
1217 in order to occupy available Wumburg 
cit? hexe~;  and his artilleq unit (2-1-7/1-12) 
moves to a safe, central area. hex 1017. 

A typical first turn for the Soviet Player is as 
follows: infantry (1-2-121 occupy hexes 1114. 
1214 and 1315 of Wutzburg. and wheel to 
0913. 1615 and 2217. His armor (3-2-121 
attacks the U.S. helicopter unit from hex 
0710, and the rest of his armor stands as 
reserve placed so that it is within range of the 
U.S. helicopter unir and all city hexes of 
Wurzburg. 

With the advent of the U.S. Player's 
reinforcements, there is a strong inclination 
to attack those Soviel units in Wurzburg. 
Such a strategy is easily parried. The Soviet 
Plaver can simply counterattack with his 
armor resesve. Because the river prohibits 
retreats. those U.S. units which had crossed 
the river are easily eliminated. The same is 
also true for the Soviet Player. Direct attacks 
acrow the river are easily eliminated, Clearly 
such a direct approach is futile for both 
sider. What. then, is a better strategy? 

THE INDlKECT APPROACH 
The U.S.  Player will attain success by 
following the indirect approach. The U.S.  
Plaver should follow the first turn approach 
as described above. On the Second Turn, the 
infantry unitr 12-3-11). which enter as rein- 
Forcements. should replace the armor at 
Wurzburp. This move is to strengthen the 
defense. All other availabIe units. armor and 
i n l a n ~ v ,  are then free to attack in two 
prongs. One prong 5hould start in the vicinity 
of town her 0813 and should drive its attack 
to hex 121 2. The other prong should clear the 
forest hexes surrounding hex 151h and drive 
to hex 1412. The basic idea is to have two 
pincer attack5 which a>oid any attacks into 
Wur7burg and which meet at a point behind 
W u r r b u r ~ .  

Such a plan of attack accomplishes the 
folIowing. One: more than likely, the Soviet 
Plaver will sense that his units may becomc 
entrapped and will evacuate Wunburg. By 
maneuvering the Soviet units aut of the town, 
the U.S. Player can advance into the town 
without a fight. TWO: if the Soviet units do 
not move out. they will become surrounded; 
at that point the U.S. Player can attack the 
Soviet units in Wurzburg from all sides and 
eliminate them. At this point. U.S. units may 
attack across the river with impunity hecause 
those units won't be vulnerable to a direct 
Soviet counterattack. PI perimeter of U.S. 
units can temporarily absorb any Soviet 
counterattacks. Three: even if the U.S. 
Player does fait to clear Soviet units from 
Wunburg,  the U.S. Player has ar ieosr cut 
the road5 leading to wurzburg. Such a 
condition is sufficient to dent the Soviets 
victov. 

The Soviet Plaver should also follow. an 
indirect approach. H e  should realize that on 
the First Turn be has won the game if he can 
hold onto the city hexes of Wurzburg on his 
side of the river. His approach should follow 
these guidelines. First. do not let the 
geography around Wumburg hypflotize you. 
The river just to the nosthwest of Wurzburg 

seems like an ideal position lo set up  a 
defense. ye1 this is wrong. ' h i s  right flank is 
actually depreswd! Ideally, the Soviet right 
flank should be cxlended so that it  can 
occupy the town hexes at 0314. 0514, 0715 
and 0914. If the Soviet Player can extend his 
flank further, for example. into town hexes 
0319,0517 and 0715, so much the hetter. The 
crucial poini is not to line up along the 
northwestern par1 of the river. because the 
Soviet r~nits can be sniped off. 

Second, the same strategy should be appEied 
to the Soviet lefl flank. He should not remain 
on the town and rough hexes of 1513 and 
1RI2. but, rather. should extend his flank lo 
the forert area around hex 1516. I f  the Soviet 
Player can capture rough hex 1518. so much 
the better. Such a position is verl, strong 
defensively and as  the game approaches thc 
end, a Soviet unit may be ahle lo pop out af 
the forext hexes and cut the road anywhere 
along 1217 to 122%. 

Taking one careful look at the geography 
reveals that the U.S. Player has only one road 
to satisfv the necessary Victory Conditions. 
Because of thir. the Soviet Player should go 
after that road. Every Turn an infantry unit 
rhonld be sent across the Main River to 
occupy the road which originates in hex 
0734. The Soviet infant? unit on  hex 2217, 
which may Iook out of place, is actually on 
it$ way to perform a monumental service. 
Should the U.S. Player ignore this unit. the 
following route is what i s  intended. The next 
Turn that unit would advance via roads to 
hex 2024, and eventually to 1031. By sending 
Soviet units deep behind the U.S. front lines, 
the U.S. Player i s  faced with an alarming 
dilemma. Should he immediately divert his 
attention to crush this threat now while it's 
weak? Such a solution may mean that the 
Soviet Player would gain time to bolster his 
grip on Wunburg. Perhapr the U.S. Player 
should concentrate  first on clearing 
wurzburp and then deal with his line of 



communicationq. This solution may lead to a 
l o ~ r  hccaurc the Soviets may have a 
~ufficiently rtrong forcr to keep from being 
dislodged late in the panie. &v overloading 
the U.S. Plavcr with ruch a dilemma, it  may 

THE JA WBREAKER 
The tactics rcvolvinp around Barrage 
Attacks and Final Protective Fire (FPF) are 
numcrour. One favorite is presented below. 

attacking Soviet unit7 must retrea! one hex 
(Figure 2). 'She jaws of the Soviet attack have 
been broken. The L?.S. unit doe5 not 
advance. The nearhv U.S. armor resene 
13-3-13 swings into action hv encircling the 
iqolated Soviet armor unit. I n  the lolIowing case, the U.S. Player is 

emploving the Jawbreaker: the arcom- 
panying f~gures illustrate this tactic. F i p w  I 

caure him to vacillale or balk in any action. 

The flank-to-iron? atlack is a vev effective 
tactic. but,  as ? h o w .  it can be countered by 
thc Jawhrcakcs. r 2 ~  rimple or the Jawbreaker 

Soviet strategy is summarized thus: Because 
nf terrain features. it is important for the 
So~ierr tn fight for and occupv the forest 
areas to the southwest and to the routheaqt of 

shows a strong Soviet flank-to-front attack 
supported by artillery. Roth the Sovlel a m o r  
13-2-12) anti artillen. (3-1-7/F-91 attack the 
U.S. infantry ( 2 - 3 - 1 2 )  at i - 2  differential. The 
rcs~ill is "131," and the Sovie! armor 
advances, after comhat. Such an advance 

may seem, there are romc vev important 
parts which must be coordinatecl perfectly . 
The! are ~iimmarized helow. One: save all 
artillery FPF For the most critical battle. In 
Fi,ylirr I. thc U.S. Player could have used 
FPF to defeat the first attack on the U.S. 
i n f an tq  (2-3-12) ;  however, such lire would 
not hare drawn thc Soviet units into the trap. 
Furthermore, all available FPF was needed 
to insure the rui-vival of the enc~rcled U.S. 

Wuszburg. This severely limits the avenue of 
attacks that the U.S. Player can rnoiint 
against Wurzhurg. Anv U.S. units which 
advance into the Wurzhurg hexes of 11 14. 
12E4 and 1215, shoi~ld be immediately 
attacked. These attacks more than likely will 
be s u c c e ~ ~ f u l .  hecau~e the river prohibits 
units from retreating. The Soviet PFa!ler 
should send as many infantry units as 
possible upon wide flanking maneuvers tram 
his left flank to cut the road which originares 
in 0734. Such a maneuver ~cverelp disrupt? 
the ease with which the U.S. Player can rush 
reinforcements to the front and can also 
undermine any chances of a U.S. victov. 

prohibits the remaining U.S. armor from 
retreating. hy encircling i t  with Soviet Zones 
of Control: the situation resembles that of a 
pair of jaws closing in on a unit. The Soviet 
unit.; l~nve surrounded the U.S. armor unit 
13-2-12) and are immediately able to attack i t  
at +5 differentia!. However, the U.S. Player 
applies c.rr tvassr his FPF (6 Strength Paints) 
from his artiIley as shown in Figure I. AS a 
re~ul t ,  instead of a +S differential with a 
puarantced U.S. unit loss, as the Soviet 
I1la?er had planned, his attack is now a -1 
differential. The result is an  "Al." and all 

unit. Two: the above step will prove fruitless 
unles5 you l i a ~ e  a nearby mobile reserve with 
which tn counterattack. Two armor units 
provide a sufficient rewrve force, As roon as 
this attack is over, withdraw those two armor 
units so that thcy can hc uxed for another 
Jawbreaker elsewhere! 



PROFILE 

Cidan, like all the games in W M&m 
BPttLss QuadriGmme, is mt simple. Tht 
h W d 0 n  d %& md Sm d b ,  
coupled dtb the attiusty r u b  and two 
w a t t  dackbl Combat Results Tam,  
makes tk game &aract&tic of modern 
combiaad arms opmfims. These elemeats 
eombi  in Goha with unique F ~ c a ~  
rules and d c t i o n s  on the S m  Ployerr to 
~ t e l y ~ ~ ~ ~ o n ~ G o l a a  
Heights in Octobr of 19719. 

syriaa fo- in Gab have an averwhelming 
initial superiority, but are hampered by 
regtrictive and extremely tenacious 
** a s w d  a s ~ ~ t  "prelimi- 
my" v i i r y  Condltbll!L Uttlmately the 
Syrian game wiU hinga on m d n g  tlm 
mp&mnts of the initial attack followed by 
a mob& defense ag-t the Wtabk 
hr#ti countemtkk Israeli forces in Gohn 
arcaided by camfuUppnpnd defem 4 
heavy Air Support with which to wit S M  
attack. The lsraeli nayex must hold on in 
the initial Gam*.Tm, h c h g  as many 
Sydan b s m  as possible, and then eonduct a 
methodical mthn to attain his own 
Y i  Condiiions. This dimwim wi l l  
primarJp concern itself with the EWorkaf 
scawio, briefly -My the ldlitarg 
~ a s i t d e v e l o p e d ~ y a n d a s  
pwtrayed ia the game* 

OatheafternooaofOctPbex6,1973,&a 
55 minute arMeq bamgc, tfse cambat 
e h m b  of five 5- Army d i v b m s  
s t o r m a d a m m t b e ~ h r b d ~ a n d  
ati-tank ditch which pmkts the I d -  
held mas of tbt Gofan. 
F a c i n g f b e ~ ~ t h e ~ t s d t w o  
Iseeti brigadus holding a line OYW thirty 
~ ~ . B e h i n d W I ~ E n r c e s m  
almost no immtdiaie wrmht m. Tbe 
Syrian main objectivm w m  only burken 
milesawq-thaeseaqlmentat the-of 
the G o l a  Syrian forces were wall pepfed, 
aad equipped with DB~P SOYJtt weapons. Tfeey 
w e ~ d b  ~ ~ v e  umbrellaof 
SAM wenpap. which they hqed w d d  
+& aa cfktive air umbrtlla with which 
to mww th& Irdvapce. The I s &  form 
were k f&br tmak additiady, they 
had a ansidetable number of prepared 
Menfive@ti~~sfromwhichtheyMbeen 
trained luconduct 811t i -a  O p r a h  wi th 
agpdw codideme" The s* had 
committed the818tIm to r frontal assault 
q&st wtil631mdmd, defensively &aimed 
forces, while Syriaa tactics and individual 

by Jay N ~ I I  
resoumefulne9s did not masum q to thofe 
of their enemies. 

As tbe attack develepoB, the Syrian forces in 
#e north were decimated by lbe out- 
numbered Israeli defandm. *tank 
ISrrreII wns destroyed 10 te 20 times their 
number from the positions in mu& t e m h  
they had so elliefuTly preprudd. la the swtb, 
the Syrians fared bettat. but them. too, 
d k t i t t s  Israeli delaying action resulted la 
t b 1 Q s s o f ~ ~ u m b w s o f ~ ~ .  

As 1- #om were. throtRll into batde 
piecemest, the ti,& begaa to tuna. The Syrian 
advance in the south was s t q p d  just short 
of Na£hk @EX QSZl), aad the Israeli COU~~*- 
a t t a & ~ e d ~ D M Z t q J f l O .  h 
the south the S y r h  fern were less badly 
maulediha~~ao~ltterp&sLtbeaoath,  
but withdrew against I& attaels. In the 
north, the decimated Syrian form were 
pushedbacktoSlrssa@cx2XU).Therethe 
Israeli f o r c ~  o m  agein weat over to tht 
defensive, and heid s g M  Jodmim 
cowaterattack$ und October 22, when the 
w&r tudad. 
In the simulation of this went, the Syrian 
Player must attack dacisiPely out of the 
h h n  in tbt initial Turns. In this be is held 
tot8eSyrignplauiutwowa~: 1) hemustuse 
the very bloody "Active" CKT, on which the 
most disadvall- &am A x ' s  (which 
c ~ f w a l l d e f + i n g ~ ~ r e t r s a t a n d  
the attacker to lose Attack S?mngth Points 
@ t0 the WS Stre~gth 
~ t s ~ a n d P h q m ~ ~ t h t e e o f ~  
othmke Unimpoataat aod difbdt fortitied 
beres.TheSyriaaPlaywsboulddbidehis 
forces as fouows: The Syrian forces which am 
depIoyed m u d  hExes 2a3Q and 2823 
~epresent the mast mob& of tbe Syrian 
k e a t s ;  the t m h b  which they should be 
&W to advance acmss is that from 
~ t o N ~ , I t 3 8 t h a s e u n i t s w i t h w h k h  
the Syrian Player1 M d  fdfU the require- 
ments for westward advance - set forth in 
b 19.42. Thq Syrian farces dephpd 
m d  1710 and: M14 q m d  the forces 
with which the ~qukments for cap- of 
fodikd hexes s b d d  k fdf&d. Amy and 
9 addltiod Syrian for#s rep-t the 
mww available' to tha Syriau Player and 
shbuId be utilized for two thin@: l)ta 
advance into c W d   ma^ in atbempts to 
slow down the inwitable &auw aud 
p b a l d f w d t m e I l t , w i t h t h e ~  
mts d v e d  lam in tlm game, to camtar- 
attack against advandng Is@ h 

Two &tinct S A M  u m B ~  should ba 
f o m c d h P r e l a t i o n k d m m r r i n ~ o f  
combat. The 6rst shodd.go two b &Ye hexes 
behind th DMZ aid mar tht Israel3 
&dense zone in the Masada-Kunietra area, 
as well as attempting to provide cover for my 
advance on Naffak. The 2-15 S A M  unitg are 
ideally s u i k d  for this pwpaw. The bulk of 
the longer-muget3 S A M  units &odd be 
deployed dase enough b WET the DMZ, 
andfarenwgbto therear(asEarasth 2900 
~ ) ~ a v ~ t d b e i g  ovlwrun by m y  hae i i  

The mobile SAM units should be d to 
c l d y  pursue the Sydan sdvmcc inaP the 
Wan, while b v i l y  supporting the Syrian 
attab.  Thay am mast valuable ia the ggllth 
where the advance wi l l  ttsval the farthest. 
Never advance them into r psition where 
they may tre wrerrun by Israsll units. In 
*oral, the Syrian attack should b& the 
I d  line in t h e  plm: the 1387-1410 
area, 4 % ~  1613-1710 area, and the #)28-1830 
areaThemobile~ktbsouthhwthe 
f&owit~g main sbjdiwx 11th town of 
N w  2)the aid of SyrSan attaclcs on the 
K d e t r a  a m ,  3 ) h  d l i s b e m t  of 
pdtions m of the 12tM hexrow, and 4) if 
pdble ,  the exiting of one unit off the 
western mapedge. In a c c a m p l ~  these 
djjactivee, the &skudim of any Israeli uaiEB 
i S t s r n ~ t t o ~ ~ , a s i s ~ o c e u p a t i o n  . 
d Rafid b t3m north, the gain of Kuabtra 
and at least two 6wtifitd  he^ k of 
considerable imp-. Once t4ew condi- 
tions ate achhwd, tile Sprian Player should 
p over to the dtfensive where he stands and 
go for tb MBT- V i r y .  Unless attaelrs 
are going edmnely d, the Syrian Plagt~ 
should discontinue use of the Active Combat 
Resutts Table once the maadatmy d- 
malt is ftmled. 

kd *ttal deployment s h d d  seek two 
tllhp: 1) blocking of roads a d  trails, and 
2) occupation of advanta$aaur terrain. 
Mmment is Wid by tbe nature of the 
berratn.mIsraeliPlayershOuldusethist0 
advantagehyforchg S y r h  mitslntothe 
mamounding M i d  and Broken main. 
hdi  artihq should be placed when it best 
su- Isme5 wits in stmng &femsive 
@tions. n o  marc qulestIons fatt tht 
Israeli Pbyer in the c@ng game; the 
employment of &dotcements and the 
employma af Gtound support Points. Use 
rtinforetmcnts on the hi Game-Turns to 



stem the Syrian tide. When the opportunity 
presents i t~elf ,  begin to concentrate into an 
attack force wherever the Syrians seem the 
most weakened. when your attack begins, 
support it with everything you have, but 
don't rush - you have over 20 Game-Turns 
in which to achieve your aims. Use your 
Ground Support as the P l a y e r s N o t e s  
suggest; i,e., only when you cannot afford to 
lose a specific battle. Use the Points early to 
squelch well-placed SAM units, and to foil 
the big Syrian attacks in your fortified and 
important crossroads positions. Tactically. 
do not aIlow the two Syrian attacks to link up  
and concentrate on Kuaietsa. Force the 

Syrian Player to take losses early in the game 
by keeping as many attacks as possible below 
the +9 column, where there is always a 
chance that the Ax result will be rolled. This 
can be accornpljshed by judicious use of FPF 
and FPF Ground Support in the early going. 
Late in the game use the Air Power to aid 
your advance and to spoil Syrian counter- 
attacks. While the gaining of Victory Points 
born SAM fire is important, only the most 
incampetenf Israeli Player will let it become 
a major factor. The allocation of Ground 
Support Points should be geared to win 
battles on the ground; don't be squeamish 
about loses  due to SAM fire as long as 

Syrian Victory Points are low (5 or 6 per 
Turn). Ultimately, the Israeli victory hinges 
on an attack which should be stopped when 
victory in terms of Points is assured. 
Remember that any ground the Israeli forces 
take ran be held through correct use of 
Ground Support Points. 
The general course, of a game of Goian will 
follow the development of the historical event 
accurately. Large Syrian forces will be 
repulsed in the early game by their outnum- 
bered Israeli opponents. Then, ar Israeli 
mobilization takes place, Syrian losses will 
find the Player who controls those forces 
hard pressed to stem the Israeli advance. 

PROFILE 
MODERN BAmLES 

Chinese Farm is a simulation of the crucial 
battle of the Yom Kipput War. Victory here 
enabled the  Israelis to cross the Suez Canal. 
thereby breaking the stalemate in the Sinai. 
The scale is operational: hexes are one mile 
across. Game-Turns represent twelve hours 
of real time, and the counters represent units 
ranging from company to brigade in size. 
The counters carry a silhouette of the main 
weapon type of the unit, the unit size, an 
historical designation, and a set of numbers 
giving the vital statistics concerning 
movement and combat. The map portrays 
the terrain over which the battle took place. 
The terrain types include sand, broken, 
rough, grove, towns and canals. There is also 
a road and trail network, which increases a 
unit's rnobiliiy. The dominant piece of 
terrain is the Great Bitter Lake, situated 
almost in the center of the map. It is an 
impenetrable barrier and reduces the canal 
crossing area to about a dozen hexes, all in 
the northwest comer of the map. 

The game mechanics are moderately 
complex, but once assimilated, they become 
second nature. The game i s  played in con- 
secutive Game-Turns. The Israelis receive 
Victory Points for territorial gains, while the 
Egyptians receive thew for eliminating 
Israeli units. The Exclusive Rules govern the 
use of IsraeTi engineers, Egyptian artillery. 
Egyptian surface-to-air missiles and their 
suppression by lsraeli airpower. 

The Israeli Player is faced with three distinct, 
but overlapping tasks. The first is to dear u 
corridor to the canal for the engineers and 
their bridging equipment. This involves 
crushing the Egyptian right flank, which is  
conveniently hanging in the air and starts the 
game already outflanked by part of Sharon's 
Task Force. Success in the first step will be 
determined by the Israeli Player utilizing his 

initial advantages to secure "The Triangle'" 
(hexes 1809, 1810, 1910). Having accom- 
plished this, the Israeli Player is ready for the 
next task. This involves the actual bridging 
of the canal by the engineers, thus permitting 
Sharon's, and later hdan's Task Forces to 
cross. To do this, the Israeli Player must 
maintain the corridor for Adan's Task Force 
and protect the engineers while they bridge 
the canal. It is a t  this point that the Egyptian 
Player is likely to try anything and everything 
in order to get a t  the engineers and their 
bridging equipment. To prevent mishap, the 
Israeli Player must push the Egyptians away 
from the engineers and toward Ismailia. At 
the same time, his infantv should cross the 
canal and maintain a bridgehead as deep 
and wide as possibte, This will keep the 
Egyptians from establishing a line directly 
behind the Suez Canal. The last task facing 
the Israeli Player will be to break out of the 
bridgehead and exit at various points along 
the southern mapedge. This means slugging 
through a solid line and maintaining a line of 
communications for the exited units. At all 
three stages, the Israeli Player will find his 
airpower to be of invaluable service. More 
often than not, airpower will give the tsraeli 
Player enough of an edge in any given 
cornhat, so that overall success is ensured. 
The Egyptian Player has two watchwords: 
delay and containment. He must delay the 
Israeli engineers as long as possible in order 
to gain time to establish a line behind the 
canal. When the lsraelt d ~ s  have a bridge- 
head, the Egyptian must contain it, 
preventing the Israelis from exiting the map. 
The problem is that these two goals are 
achieved by different and conflicting means. 
Delay of the engineers involves suicidal 
attacks toward "The Triangle" in order to 
pin the  engineers or at Jeast place Zones of 
Control over the road hexes. Units used for 

this purpose rarely come back. On the other 
hand. the Egvptian Player needs strong units 
as part of his line containing the Israeli 
bridgehead. This places the Egyptian Player 
squarely on the horns of a dilemma. A fine 
balance must be stmck between sacrifice and 
retreat. It i s  at this point that the Egyptian 
qualitative and quantitative artillery advan- 
tage will most affect the game, Proper 
aIlocation of artillery support will permit the 
use of infantry in the attack and will save the 
much stronger armor for later employment. 
When it comes to exerting a ?!me of Control, 
a battalion of foot infantry is as effective as a 
brigade of heavy armor. The goal of contain- 
ment also relies upon efficient use of the 
Egyptian artillery. both offensiveIy and 
defensively. This is a head-to-head conkon- 
tation. It will be the Israeli armor and 
airpower against the Egyptian artillery and 
SAM's. The Egyptian Player must be able to 
launch vicious counterattacks to throw the 
Israelis back or even pick off some units 
which mag have advanced too far. With the 
SAM's, he must make i t  too expensive for the 
Israeli airpower to operate. 
In order to receive a clearer understanding of 
what has been discussed, the First Turn 
Israeli attack and Egyptian response will be 
used as an exampk, It will show the 
mechanical operation of the game, some 
tactical hints and is a critical point in the 
game for both sides. What follows is a 
possible opening Turn for Scenario 11. It is 
not necessarily the optimum First Turn. 

ISRAELI MO VEMENT, 
GAME-TURN ONE 
Una Type Moves 
Attacking 1-2-8 (151 1). Res: D3 
4-3-12 2022-1410 
4-3-12 2123-1512 (adv. 1609) 
Art: 4SP. Air: 5%'. SAM reso!ution: 2VP 



Units Not Attacking 
1-2-8 1704-1408 
1-2-8 1805- 1706 
1 -24  1807-1507 
1-2-8 1602-1 704 
1-2-12 1603-1206 
1-1-6 0302-09f 0 
1-1-6 21 26-1223 
3-1 -4/l-8 1503-1 106 
3-1-7/t -8 1406-1 105 
4-1 -8/1-8 1308-1104 
3-1-1 1/1-8 1103+1003 
3-lS/O-12 1202-0801 
3-15/0-12 0102-OW3 

Commentary 
The Egyptian Player, in !ight of Israeli 
airpower. has decided not to attack toward 
"The Triangle." This may not have been the 
best move, as he could have managed a two- 
thirds chance of success. He felt, however, 
that it would not be cost-effective, since he 
would have exposed his armor brigade to 
almost certain destruction. Instead, he chose 
to establish a line and attack along the canal 
in hopes of interposing some units in the 
Israeli path. Only continued play will fell if 
he is correct. 

Attacking 1-2-8 (1811). Res: 
4-3-12 2322-1712 
4-3-12 2309-1911 
4-3-12 231 1-1912 (adv. 1.81 1) 

Cornmen tory 

The Israeli Player has turned the Egyptian 
right flank. eliminating two Egyptian units in 
the process. His recon company is in a 
position to slip across the canal and start 
overrunning the Egyptian missile positions. 
There is a road open far the engineers to get 
to the canal on Turn Two. Unfortunately, the 
attack which was repulsed left the crossroads 
in hex (1803) clear, 

Attacking 1-2-8 (R 3SP FPF) (1908). Res: Dl 
4-3- 12 2306-191 0 
4-3-12 2407-1909 (adv. 1809) 
Art: ESP. Air: 15P. SAM resolution: O VP 

Attacking 1-2-8 (1801). Res: Dl 
4-3-1 2 2303-1901 (adv. 1801) 
2-3-1 2 2804- 1902 

EGYPTIAN MO VEMENT, 
GAME- TURN ONE 

Attacking 1-2-8 (& ISP FPF) (1803) Res: BR 
4-3-12 2404-EW (retr. 20031 
2-3-12 2903-1903 (retr. 2002) 

Unii Tvpe Moves 
Attacking 2-3-12 I& 6SP FPF) (11 10) Res: 03 
5-3-12 0902-1009 
1-2-1 2 1206- 1209 
1 -24  1606-1 109 (adv. 121 1) 
Art: 13SP. SAM resolution: 3 VP 

Units Not Attacking 
2-3-12 293.2005 
2-3-12 2506-2007 - 

2-3-12 2510-2110 
2-3-12 2222-1110 Attacking 4-3-12 (& ISP FPF) (1609) Res: A1 

2421-1113 1-2-8 Retr. 1607 1-1-12 

Attacking 4-3-12 (1801) Res: A1 
1-2-8 Retr. 1601 

Observallon of even one Game-Turn reveals 
some of the tactics and alternate strategies 
available to both sides. It also shows that a 
fair amount of calculation gws into each 
combat. 

Chinese Farm Gamv Mop 
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the playtesting-game development process. 
The desert battler which will be simulated 
are Operation Crusader, the British offensive 
of late 1941, Cauldron, covering the Gazala 
battles in the spring of 1942, Sup~rchorge, 
the British counteroffensive a t  El Alamein in 
November, 1942, and Kassenne, the U.S. 
Army b debut battle in February. 1943. The 
Standard Rules for this QuadriGame will be 
essentially the same as those used for the 
Modern RottEes and West WalI Quadsi* 
Games. The unique character of desert 
warfare will be accurately reflected in the 
Exclusive Rules for the individual games. 

Revoh in the East will be published in S&T 
56. This is a game based upon a large-scale 
rebellion in Eastern Europe. Fn addition. 
there will be scenarios showing the deploy- 
ments and situations in 1956 (when Hungary 
rose up in rebellion) and 1968 (when C~zcho- 
s~ovakia could have risen up into more of an 
overt rebellion than it did). The game uses a 
system generally like that found in Battle for 
Germany. In addition, of course, you have 
some special features. such as air units, 
airborne units, and randomly-rebelling 
urban areas (namely the cities). Certain 
events can also trigger the intervention of 
NATO or even a Communist take-over in 
Italy. A rather interesting game so far. 

In August there will be the W a t e r h  Quadri 
Game. which will include the Battles of 
Ligny. Quarre Bras. Waterloo and Wavre. All 
TO& of the maps will fit together for a 
campaign game. The WoterIon Folio game 





roll on the Gunnery Damage Table. This 
gives the number of hits, and the number of 
Hit Boxes to be crossed off the target's Hit 
Record, thus reducing its firepower. When 
all the Hit Boxes are crossed off, further hits 
are counted as "torpedo hits" (as are those 
sustained by actual torpedo attacks). For 
each such hit, the ship loses a movement 
factor; when the total torpedo hits equals the 
Protection Factor. the ship sinks due to 
accumulated damage. In addition. if a ship 
receives in one turn a number of hits equal to 
its Protection Factor, it sinks due to the 
overwhelming of its damage control 
capacities. Finally, there are Critical Hits. 
When a "6" is rolled on the Gunnery 
Damage Table, a Critical Hit mcuss and 
another Table is  consulted. The result of this 
r a n  be catastrophic (e.g., magazine 
explosion) or disabling (loss of movement or 
firepower partially or completely, tempor- 
arily or permanently). A similar concept is 
used with torpedo attacks. 

Play procedure is othewise simple. Ships are 
moved freely, with distances and turns 
measured by means of a Maneuver Gauge. 
The Germans move first, then the British. 
Fire is then resolved simultaneously, and 
each turn represents ten minutes. 

Dreadnought isvery definitely a board game. 
The playing area consists of six hex-gridded 
sections, 16 x 20 hexes short grain, which can 
be butted together as ships move off the edge 
of the board. Each hex is l8OO meters, each 
turn i s  fifteen minutes, and a Movement 
Point roughly 4 knots. Ranges are measured 
By counting hcxes and movement is, uf 
course, hex by hex. I n  this regard. 
Dreadnouglrt i s  far superior in playability. 

Capital ships (and groups of smaller ships) 
are represented by %" square counters 
containing, among other information, Attack 
and Defense Strengths, plus Range and 
Movement Allowances. (In Jutland, a11 ships 
of a given type have the same range. 
indicated on the Range Finder). Combat is 
accomplished by a slightly cumbersome two- 
stage prwedure. The Attack Strength is 
cross-indexed with the roll of two dice on the 
Damage Table to get a number of Damage 
Points. This number is divided by the target's 
Defense Strength to yield a Combat Ratio, or 
odds. The two dice are rolled and the 
Combat Results Table is consulted. Two 
kinds of hits are possible - a G hit reduces a 
ship's firepower by half. and an 5 hit does the 
same for its speed. A ship can accumulate 
only two hits of each kind, further hits being 
ignored. Hits are recorded by placing the 
appropriate Hit Marker counter on the ship. 
The only way a ship can be sunk is to roll a 12 
on the CRT (a 1 in 36 chance for odds below 
4-11, which allows another roll. If the 
additional roll is 7 or 11, the ship is sunk. 
Otherwise, it suffers 2G and 1S hits. This 
combat procedure allows the weakest 
possible unit, a damaged destroyer p u p ,  to 
destroy by gunfire any WWWI vintage dread- 
nought and not a few W I I  ships as well: 
all that is required is to get the right 
sequence of die rolls. the probability of which 

is on the order of I/lOth of I%, depending on 
the ships. This is exactly what happened to 
HMS Tiger in a game I played. Juiland, in 
contrast, won't allow destroyem to shoot at  
anything but other destroyers. 

The play procedure of Dreadnought i s  split 
simu2taneous: each Player plots his fire at the 
same time, and then resolves it. They then 
simultaneously plot movement and execute 
it. Thus, G hits have no effect until the 
following Game-Turn, while S hits lake 
effect in the Turn they are received. 
FoHowing movement is a Damage Control 
Phase; ships can attempt the removal of one 
hit of each type by means of a die roll, with 
some restrictions. A ship can remove a total 
number of hits equal to its Defense Strength 
only, and wrecked ships (those with two G 
and two S hits) cannot remove any. It is thus 
necessary to keep a written record of damage 
removal for each ship. 

The main difference in the games at  the 
tactical level is in the treatment of damage. 
Jutland involves many small increments, 
which individually have tittle effect, but 
which are irremediable, and which. when 
accumulated. will destroy the ship. Dread- 
nortght inflicts major damage with each hit, 
but makes it hard to achieve a hit; rnorewer, 
within limits, the effects of the hits can be 
negated and the ship returned to full effi- 
ciency. In Jutland it takes a long time to 
wreck a ship, but it is then on the verge of 
sinking; in Dreadnought, it is comparatively 
easy to wreck a ship and nearly impossible to 
sink it, although for victory purposes, a 
wreck is  nearly as good. 

The games have few tactical features in 
common. In Dreadnought, below certain 
ranges, a ship's firepower can be doubled or 
bipled, while it is halved at long ranges. 
Juthnd instead doubles, triples or halves the 
hits scared, depending on range. They both 
have mles for smoke screens, torpedo 
attacks, variable visibility and towing. Other 
rules do not have equivalents. however. 
Jutland alone has rules for night combat. 
Only Dreadnoughf takes into account the 
deleterious effects on fire control both of 
being shot at  and of several ships firing on 
one target. Dreadnought has arbitrary 
restrictions on movement that Jutland's 
Maneuver Gauge makes unnecessary. 

Jutland has two major drawbacks compared 
to Dreadnou~kt. It takes much longer to 
play, employing a lot of papenvork. It  is also 
badly inaccurate insofar as scale is 
concerned. The length of a ship counter 
works out to 2500 yards; it should be about 
750 yards to accomodate the ship and 
sufficient clearance for the next ship in line. 
As a result, ships in line ahead are spaced 
about three times as far apart as they should 
be. The tactical results are something like 
having a footbail team's five interior linemen 
spread from sideline to sideline. There are 
two remedies suggested in the rules: make up 
new Maneuver Gauges and Range Finders to 
fit the larger scale (which would require ten 
times the playing area) or stack the ships 

three high. This second solution i s  not toe 
satisfactory, either; it places three ships in 
the same Imation (one of the drawbacks of 
Dreadnough~'~ hex system), and adds 
another physical inconvenience to pray, 
because the counters don't stack very well. 

There are two major design differences in 
these games. Since Jutland covers only one 
situation, two fleets finding and fighting each 
other in the limited area of the North Sea, it 
can develop a fairly complex procedure for 
pre-battle maneuver, so that Playets can 
attempt to "divide and conquer." Dread- 
n o u ~ h i  has only a sketchy, abstract 
pmedure for this, but one which can be 
applied to a wide variety of situations. 
Because it has to be so all-encompassing, it 
cannot use a combat system requiring much 
bookkeeping. Jutland, with 72 individuat 
ships, plus cruiser and destroyer counters, i s  
bad enough - pre-printed hit records for 
235 assorted dreadnoughts, plus cruisers and 
destroyers, would be a nightmare. So 
Dreodnoughi confines itself largely to the 
operational level. Jutland has a cornple- 
mentaq approach; pre-battle maneuver is 
complicated and tactical resolution is very 
involved, while the sheer number of ship 
counters, spread out and movable only by a 
physical measuring device, tends to make the 
operational aspects, the maneuvering of an 
entire fleet in combat. obscure and difficult 
to grasp. 

In this respect, Jufland is the more accurate 
game. Besides the accuracy allowed by 
increased detoil at the tactical level, the 
command problems inherent in handling a 
large fleet under conditions of pmr visibility 
are to some extent recreated by the numbing 
task of just moving the units. Dreadnought 
does not employ any version of SPI's 
command control rules, and. since the 
mechanics of movement are simple and 
straight-forward. intricate maneuvers are 
quite feasible and can be considered the 
main point of the game. The parallel lines- 
ahead slugging match is pretty boring in this 
system, so Players tend to try to outmaneuver 
the enemy in order to crush a weak point. I n  
Juiland, maneuvers are tedious to perform, 
while the slugfest can be interesting, if not 
enjoyable, as you watch both fleets pound 
each other to scrap, hopefully his going faster 
than yours. 

The designers of Dreadneughr felt onIy rare 
accidents, such as magazine explosions, 
actually sank dreadnoughts in battle: 
anything else left a floating hulk that could 
be saved, no matter how battered, weather 
and enemy permitting. Jutlands designers 
felt that cumulative damage was equally 
important. and put it into their design. Apart 
from this difference of opinion, both games 
are equally valid representations of 
battleship combat on the tactical/operational 
level. Dreadnolc~ht is far more convenient to 
play, while Jutlend has more to offer the 
naval enthusiast. Anyone interested in naval 
warfare should have both games in his 
collection. * 



Comparitive Evaluation: 
PANZER LEADER & PANZER '44 

by Phi  Kosnett 

The France. 1944 Campaign is what most 
Americans think of when the war in Europe 
is mentioned. And with several hundred 
wargames in print, one would think that a 
high quality tactical game on the theatre 
would have been produced before now. 
Finally, both superpowers have come out 
with g o d .  sophisticated games on the 
campaign through Fiance, the Low 
Countries and Germany. SPI's is entitled 
Panzer '44 - TacticaI Armored Combat. 
Eumpe. 1944-45. Avalan Hill's i s  Panzer 
Leader - Game of Tactical Warfore an the 
Western Front. 1944-45. 

It will be assumed that everybody reading 
this has played at least one modem tactical 
wargame. For those of you who haven't 
played Ponzer '44 or Panzer Leader 
(hereafter refemd to as P44 and PL), the 
former is basically an improvement of 
KarnpfPanzer and the latter basical!~ an 
improvement of PanrerHlitz. Both are 
platoon level games; both portray combat 
between German. American, British, Cana- 
dian and French troops. 
Both games have descriptions of the game 
system, P44"s being more informative. PL 
makes a big pitch with the period, leading off 
with a dramatic narrative designed to snare 
new garners ["Sounds of sporatic rifle fire 
break across the ridge line..."]. SPI's game, 
intended more for the hard core gamer. 
brags of a "New Simultaneous-Sequential 
Game System." PL says "NO PRIOR 
MILITARY EXPERIENCE NEEDED." I f  
you judge a game by its cover (as retail 
customers will) you'd probably buy PL. 
Naturally, P44's box is a good buy itself 
because of the compartmentization. And for 
the fair-minded, all SPI games carry S&T 
Feedback ratings pointing out what the rest 
of the world thinks of the game. 

Both games have interesting maps. P44's is  
of a real piece of terrain in western France. 
PL's is a four-piece geomorphic map of 
'typical' French terrain, which AH claims 
can be arranged in hundreds of ways. though 
my count is considerably lower. The former 
map is full of wide open fields, criss-crossed 
with ridges and with numerous streams, 
towns, small wmds, and a real live river. PL's 
map is of considerably rougher terrain. The 
map contains enormous forests, large, wide 
hills, swamps, and pleniy of bodies of water 
called streams (but quite unlike P44's 
streams). The hvo games handle terrain 
differently. In P44, units may move over 
streams, through swamps and forests at 
added Movement Point cost. while the river 
(Rhine-Meuse Canal) is unfordable. In PL, 
swamps and woods are impassable to 
vehicles, while the streams (which in some 

Scenarios are dubbed "rivers") are impass- 
able to vehicles; infantry may move into a 
stream hex on a roll of 1-3. 

It is. nf course, a matter of opinion which 
system is better. While obviously vehicles 
cannot drive through thick woods. the scale 
of both maps would indicate that there are 
secondary roads and paths not shown: it 
makes sense that vehicles could travel these 
at slow speed. On the olher hand. most of the 
PL Scenarios take place either in the 
Normandy hncage or the Ardennes. regions 
of very thick wmds and poor roads. As for 
the swamps, PI, is certainly right in 
prohibiting them. You can't drive a sixty-ton 
Tiger into a swamp. The PL stream is simply 
Idiotic. I've always hated rivers placed in the 
middle of hexes, lor one thing. More 
importantly, the whole thing depends upon a 
die roll for movement. violating one of the 
most important rules that makes wargaming 
simulation. 

The counters in both sets are nice. The PL 
counters are oversized (to fit the oversized 
hexes). which makes them easier to handle, 
and they're printed in brighter, clearer 
shades of green and gray. Both make use of 
the standard system of silhouettes for 
vehicles, and symbols for everything else. 
which was developed by Redmond Simonsen 
in the distant past. Still, the AH game has 
better counters. 

The rest of the components are standard. 
TEC and CRT sheets, fat rules booklets for 
bath games. scenario cards for PL. Both 
booklets use the rules outline devised by SPI, 
though PL lacks the index. Half of PL's 
booklet is Designer's Notes, campaign data, 
organization charts, etc.; all of it is 
fascinating. P44 has hva pages of organiza- 
tion charts. I t  is interesting and important to 
note that while the organization charts agree 
on German unit makeup, there is contra- 
diction on over half of the Allied units. Thus, 
it  is difficult to compare PL's 36-man US 
platoon with P44'5 60-man outfit. PL's 
British Sherman platoon has three tanks 
with a 75mm cannon and one tank with a 
powerful $7-lb. gun. P44's has four 17-lb. 
vehicles. In P44, the British Sherman is the 
strongest Allied tank unit; in PL it is the 
weakest medium in the game. All of this 
makes it difficult to figure out how the units 
compare. 

The combat results systems are almost totalIy 
dissimilar. P44 uses attack superiority, while 
FL uses an odds table CRT. In P44 a unit 
goes through three levels of disruption before 
being destroyed; in PL there is only one level 
oi dispersal short of destruction. Again, it is 
difficult to compare the units because of the 

great differences beween the games. The 
only way is to compare the way units interact, 
and the way the tu.0 designers (Jim Duonigan 
and Randy Reed) solved various design 
problems. Keep in mind at  all times that  
most of PL"s rules were taken dtrectty from 
Dunnigan's Ponz~rRl i t z .  designed over four 
years ago. 

Take first the problem of range attenuation. 
A high velocity direct fire weapon (like a tank 
cannon or AT gun) loses effectiveness at 
ranges over, say, rix hundred meters, because 
the ~hclr slows. The amount of effective 
firepower put out by an infantry platoon 
decreases, too, because rifles have shorter 
ranges than machine guns (which are 
thought to be responsible for half a platoon's 
firepower, though making up a much smaller 
percentage of the total weapons). At close 
range, infantry firepower (especially against 
tanks) is considerably increased because 
anti-tank rockets and grenades can be used. 
Both games have rules to cover range 
attenuation, but the approaches are 
different. I n  P44. combat strengths are 
doubled at one hex (200 meters) and reduced 
gradually at  ranges over three hexes. I n  PL. 
A-type (armor-piercing) weapons are at half 
strength against unarmored targets at  all 
times, at double strength against armor at 
half range or iess, and at  tun strength at 
ranges greater than that. The arbitrary half- 
range cutoff point is simple, and playable, 
but dumb. You can't draw a line at which 
point such an enormous change takes place. 

Take a look at  haw it works in the game. A 
German 88mm AT gun. with a range of 
twenty hexes, is protecting an approach to 
the Allied objective. The 88 is sitting in a 
town hex, and can be spotted only if an 
Allied unit moves adjacent or the 88 fires. 
The Allies, reluctant to take the casualties 
inherent in a charge against the position. 
dangle a weak unit in front of the 88 in the 
hope that the 88 will fire. Naturally, the 
Allied Player hopes the unit will survive the 
attack. So he is verycarefui to place it exactly 
eleven hexes away from the 88. If,  in reality, 
this was done (and i t  isn't outlandish), the 
Allied commander wouldn't order the scout 
to drive to a position exactly 3300 meters 
away from the suspected enemy position; 
nobody would think of an arbitrary distance 
Tike that. Now, in P44. where the strength of 
an 88 is  the same (very weak) at 3100 and 
3300 meters, you simply don't think in such 
an inane manner. P44 does it logically, and 
still simply. 

In PL, infantry firepower is  normal at up to 
two hexes. but i s  effective at half strength at  
four hexes; this represents the peater range 



of the machine guns. Infantry units without 
many MG's (SMG units. security rabble, 
recon cannon fodder) have no such 
advantage, and often only a one-hex range. 
In  P44 there is no special MG rule. Both 
games take care of the enormous advantage 
of a close-range infantry assault. PL does; it 
with a rule which improves the die roll by 
two. P44 by doubling combat power. In both 
games infantry may only attack armor if 
adjacent, though in P44 there is no doubling. 
Bath systems here accomplish their goals. 
but differently. Take another example: I f  two 
infantry platoons are fighting in open terrain 
in PL, the Allied platoon will attack at 1-4 
and the German at 1-2; only the German has 
a chance of disrupting the enemy. I f  the 
attacks are close assaults, the chances of 
disruption increase for both. but destruction 
is still impossible. In P44 in the former case, 
both sides have a chance of disrupting (or at  
least pinning down) the enemy [remember, 
P44 claims the Allied platoon to be much 
stronger]. When adjacent, with doubled 
strengths, the Allies automaticallv disrupt, 
and the Germans have a WO chance of  
killing the Allied platoon. For some reason. 
infantry fights in P44 are much bloodier. 
Looking at the casualty rates for both sides in 
the campaign, it would seem P44 shows the 
attrition problem with greater accuracy, [of 
course. 60-man units were rarely wiped out 
totally in one fight.] Strangely, casualties in 
tank duels are much h k h ~ r  in PL than in 
P44. In P44 it is vev difficult to destroy a 
tank platoon with the fire of only one tank 
platoon. 

In PL. the best way for tanks to attack 
infantry is to overrun. Overruns improve the 
d d s  a column and improve the die roll by 
two; a multiple overrun will often wipe out an 
infantry company. Overruns (which may be 
made only in clear terrain) do expose the 
overrunning unit to some danger if he's 
caught in the open. but generally overruns in 
PL are worrh the risk. This is eotalIy 
inaccurate. Xn PonzerBliiz, it made sense. 
Historically, the Germans made overruns 
because the Soviet infantry lacked AT 
weapons and the Soviets made overruns 
because they didn't care about casualties sa 
Iong as they killed Germans. In 1944 in 
France, everybody had high quality AT 
weapons. The British PIAT, the American 
bazooka. and the German panzerfaust made 
overrunsveq, ver)r hazardous; i l  was safer to 
Iie back and blast away with the cannon. 

In P44, overruns are allowed - but they are 
suicidal. The defender gets a free shot at the 
wermnner. and the overrun gives a much 
smaller advantage than in PL. Because the 
target is often left unscathed. he can call in 
nasv fire from his friends (tank destroyers. 
heavy artillery, nearby AT guns). Sometimes 
if a tank needs to take a particular hex and 
the unit holding it is unspotted and cannot 
be fired on, an overmn can be risked. If 
nothing else comes of it, the defender will be 
spotted. 

Before continuing with the combat proce- 
dure. it would be better to explain the P44 

play sequence. At the beginning of a Turn, 
the Player plots what his units will do. Each 
unit is plotted to fire at a specific target. lay 
down opportunity fire En a certain direction, 
load or unload. or move. If plotted to move, 
no specific movement plot is written, the unit  
may go wherever it wants (and even overmn, 
if he feels like it), Combat is considered 
simultaneous, but movement is sequential. 
It?. a big improvement over the old SiMove. 
when W n  of your assault force could be 
blown away and the remnants plotted to 
advance, would have to advance a1 useless 
odds. It" also better than sequential combat 
(like in PL) when one side does nothing while 
the other gets a free shot. 

Opportunity fire is an important feature of 
both gamer;. l o  P44. a unit plots OpFire at a 
certain hex. If an enemy unit passes between 
the target hex and OpFiring unit, it fires. If 
nobody passes the line, the OpFirer has 
wasted a Turn. In PL, any unit may fire at 
any unit that expends one foudh of its 
Movement Points within line of sight of the 
firing unit. The rule takes care of the time 
needed to aim and fire at an unexpected 
moving target. The problem with the PL 
wstem is that it nobody moves within line-of- 
sight, the unit may move (or whatever) during 
its Turn. The problem with the P44 system is 
that a unit not plotted to OpFire will watch 
tantalizing targets walk past his nose. If a 
wagonload of infantry waddled past a tank 
destroyer plotted to move, the TD would 
surely do somethinf. Both systems effectively 
alleviate the "panzerbush" syndrome, hut I 
prefer the way P44 does it: PI. makes it tno 
easy. 

Counterbattery Fire applies only to P44. If an 
enemy artillery unit fires, a friendly artillery 
unit plotted for Counterbattery fires hack 
with a one-sixth chance of hitting it. Each 
Turn the unit fires from the same hex. the 
probability of it being hit rises by one-sixth. 
A nice. realistic touch that adds a little 
without complicating the game much. 

Artillen' was crucial historically; still the 
backbone of the offensive and crucial to the 
defense. The approaches taken in P44 and 
PL are remarkably different. In P44. artillery 
may fire indirectly at a unit it cannot see if 
another friendly unit has it spojted. There is 
a five-sixth's chance. however, that the shells 
will scatter into the next hex, missing the 
target. Now. artillery can be plotted either in 
Tight or Loose Patterns. Tight affects only 
the target hex. Loose effects the six hexes 
next to the target, so even if it scatters, the 
target will he hit. Only Tight affects vehicles, 
though, so it is hard to indirectly fire at  
armor. I don'l know about the Tight and 
Loose Pattern concept (1 haven't researched 
it). but the rest makes sense. 82 was \;eT rare 
for artillery to land where it was supposed to, 
though after a few minutes of corrections 
from the observer, it would usually fix itself. 
Hitling tanks with HE howitxzr shefls will 
cause damage. but indirect. low-velociq fire 
will be more likely to cause the armor to 
button up or panic. Against artillev or 
i n f anq ,  artillery can be effective - but the 

wise Plaver learns not lo count on it too 
heavily. 

In PC. indirect fire is the only function which 
need be plotted. If the spotting unit is around 
when the shells land (a Turn later) they hit 
automaticaIly. I f  the spotter is destroyed or 
dispersed, a die is roiled. On 1-2 it will hit. 
3-5 scatter a hex. 6 hit nowhere. I t  affects 
cnly one hex, and has half-effect on armor. 
Both systems come very close to the 
optimum, but neither is perfect. P44 lacks a 
role for correction observation. while PL 
makes artillery roo reliable. A nice part of 
both is that there arc both friendly and 
enemy Movement Phases between plotting 
and Firing; there's time for both sides to 
move in or out of target hexes. Artillery 
hitting one's own. both historically and in the 
games, is not uncommon. 

Tying in with indirect fire is the biggest 
change made in PL from PanzerBlitz (it's in 
P44. too). Units in town or woods hexes 
which fire are considered spotted and subject 
to counterfire. No longer can a powerful SP 
gun fire from a wooded hilltop for an hour 
without being fired upon. Further, in P44 
any unit can be spotted from a distance of 
three hexes. No more banzai charges as in 
PanzerBlitz - and in Panzer Leader. 
Apparently. AH was  determined, i n  
designing PL, to retain as much of Ponter- 
Blitz as possible, even much that was 
unrealistic and anachronistic. 

The airpower rules in PL are magnificent. 
Unlike P44. which treats airpower as so 
manv points of artillery, in PL you haw real, 
live airplanes. You get to choose bombs or 
rockets lor your Typhoon or P-47, send your 
flights roaring down to strafe artillery, and 
run like hell when the Wirbelwind open up, 
Enormous fun, and realistic, too. 

Combat engineers in P44 are just weak 
infantry. In PL. engineers improve Close 
Assault odds, clear minefields, move road- 
blocks. make roadblocks, build bridges. and 
blow bridges. You learn a lot about their 
tasks and how they're carried out in PL. 
That's one of the things I really Eike about 
PL - there's more to i t  than just shooting. 
Rules like these are the flesh that SPI just 
doesn't always have time for. 

PL moves fast (no plotting), there are lots of 
extras, there are lotr of casualties, there are 
wide, sweeping hlitzkrie~s and familiar 
scenarios. P44's scenarios are interesting and 
informative, but whoever heard of "Counter- 
attack at Woensdrecht" and "Last Ditch 
Action at Ibbenburen*'? PL's "Remapen 
Bridge" and 'Flsenborn Ridge" are more 
widely known. Again, I stress PL's enormous 
potential for fun. What it lacks in realism it 
makes up for in playability. 

On the other hand. while P44 maintains a 
reasonable enjoyment level, it is far more 
realistic than PL. It is informative and entet- 
taining - an excellent game. However 
opinion will be divided as to which is the 
better game; few people give equal, weight to 
both playability and realism. * 



"Foolnofes" is devoied ro the print@ of 
suhsranriv~ reader conrmcnt nn Rumps artd 
game desigtl. Readers wbhing to submit 
twms fo "Fnotnt~ie.~" sltould Iimit rheir 
ro~nmrrzts to 7-70 words, t,vp~writfen [dotrble 
spucedj, All submissions to "Foornores" mare 
co~ts id~red  gratis ond hecnme the property of 
SPI I I ~ ~ R  publicution. 

T o m  Planning €n TANK! 
Tactical game maps usualIy have a town or 
village to shield the defender, serve as an 
objective to fight over. or just generally get in 
the way. A t  the scale of PstnzerBlitz, a village 
can he just a clump of undifferentiated hexes 
constituting a special tvpe of terrain. At the 
scale of Sniper!, the town is a highly differ- 
entiated maze of walls. floors. windows and 
stainways. Tank! has a scale intermediate 
between these levels, and we may "buiId" a 
town, village or hamlet on the Tank! map 
tha t  simulates the c h a r a c t e r i ~ t i c s  of 
buiIdings. or bl~rcks of buildings appropriate 
to this scale. 

Take fortification counters from any other 
SPI game (e-g., American Civil War). 
Arrange them ~ndividually, or in dumps, 
leaving "streets" or "alleys"' one hex wide 
heween separate blocks. Blocks of buildings 
may exist in two states: Entact or Desttoyed. 
(Since our borrowed fortification counters 
will normally come in two colon, i.e., blue 
and gray, this is easily represented.) 
Buildings increase the Defense Strength of 
soft targets deployed "in" them, blmk the 
line of sight. and prohibit the entry of 
vehicles. For spotting. units in buildings are 
treated as if they were in prepared positions. 
Because they are highly valuable, however, 
building hare a lower defense valve than 
prepared positions. The exact value of this 
Defense Strength depends on the type of 
construction. T h e  following table  is 
conjectural: 

Type of Bullding Defense Strenfih 
Stone or Brick 10 
W d  Frame 6 
Adobe or Mud 4 
Bamboo. Thatch, etc. 2 

The material of our village will depend. of 
course, on the geographic area of the 
scenario. One building in each village might 
be of more solid construction Ithe church. 
town hall, police station, etc.). Remember 
that most agrarian villages have a plaza. 
square or large open market space in the 
middle, 

Whenever a unit in a built-up hex suffers 
elimination in combat, the building is 
considered Destroyed. This halves the 
Defense Strength of the hex, but still 
prevents vehicle entry and still blacks rhe 
LOSJLOF. 

Players who enjoy miniatures, ot model rail- 
roading might experiment with more sophis- 
ticated rules for muiti-story structures, 
basements. unusual types of structure (oil 
tank farms. factory and warehouse buildinp 
big enough to contain AFV's, etc.). Recall 
that chutch steeples have often been very 
useful for sponing since they generally tower 
higher above the surrounding terrain 
features (at least in Western Europe). For 
scenarim set in Far  Eastern or Tropical 
environments, it might be possible for AFV 
t o  overrun and completely eliminate 
"hooches,"' grass shacks or other insubstan- 
tial structures. 

For scenarios using artillery. the attacker's 
first act wD1, obviously, be to plan or call in 
fire to flatten the village to rubble. I n  
compensation. we might make units in town 
hexes immune to Panic. or at least give them 
a Iewer Panic tevel (defenders who have 
something tangible to defend tend to be more 
resolute). - Mike Markowitz 

WORLD WARE 
Alternate Central Powers $hategg 

I believe that the Central Powers Player in 
the World War I historical game has an 
excellent chance for victory i f  he d m  not try 
knocking Russia out of the war for Victory 
Points. 

Against a competent Russian this can be very 
difficult. The Russian PEayer can retreat a 
hex or two in the First Attack Phase and the 
Germans and Austro-Hungarian forces will 
find it ditficult to attack in the Iast two 
Attack Phases. During the winter Turns. 
Second and Third Phase attacks wilI be 
impassible. Ry the time the Russians have 
withdrawn ta defenses around Kiev, ody the 
Stosstruppen units can disldge them. 
hopefully, before Turn Ten 

By this time, the drain of German CRP's in 
holding the Western Front. the Austrc- 
Hungarian CRP losses on the Italian Front, 
the CRP's spent holding back the Allies in 
the Balkans, and the losses fram a strong 
offensive against Russia wilt leave the 
Cental Powcss with an acute problem of 
dwindling resources. Once their CAP'S are 
gone, so is the push in Russia. To take the  
combat losses on the Western Front with no 
CRP's. the Germans must give up ground 
(and Resource Centers). Gone is any chance 
of victory. 

An alternate stratem for the Central Powers 
would be to capture all the Resource Centers 
as their key to victoy. Initially fhey control 
14 Resource CenTers. After an all-out 
offensive in Belgium and France for the first 

two Turns. two or three more Resoutce 
Centerr can be taken. Then, the Germans 
should merely hold on to what they have 
captured until the Stosstruppen units are 
available. 

As earlv as possible. the AustrwHangarian 
Army on the Italian Front should be replaced 
with a German A m y .  If possible, maneuver 
a German unit into the fortification at Trent. 
With their high defensive value, German 
CRP los3er will be 1ou.er than Austria- 
Hungary's losses wouId be. This will Ree AH 
CRP's for the other fronts. 

Deploy two or three Central Powers armies 
(including one German army) to the south 
to help the Turkish and Bulgarian forces 
againrt Serbia and any Allied armies landing 
in the area. If handled properly, the defense 
of  this front can be accomplished with a 
minimum of CCR Posses. 

The key to this strategy is a stepped-doxn 
offensive in Russia. The CentraI Powers 
should on!y attack enough to keep the 
Russians a t  bay. CRP losses should be taken 
from the Austro-Hungarians to conserve 
German resources. 

Once the Stosstnrppen units ate available, 
they should be sent to the Western Front. 
They should attack each and every Attack 
Phase possible, using infiltration tactics. The 
object of this renewed offensive should be to 
capture French Resource Centers. 

At the same time the German army starts 
its new drive against France in Game-Turn 
Seven, the Central P O W ~ H  should go on thc 
defensive everywhere else t o  make certain 
that the stosstruppen in France have 
enough CRP's to maintain their offensive. 
The Germans and AustrsHungarians can 
withdraw a hex or two from the  Russians 
during their Movement Phase to avoid 
combat. Care will have to be taken that there 
are n o  holes in the defense line that the 
Russians can slip through on their next 
Movement Phase to threaten the Resource 
Centers in Germany and Austria-Hungary. 
These must not be lost. 

If the Central Powers are successful in 
capturing Resource Centers in France and 
Belgium. and da  not lose any in their own 
countries, they will have 22 Resource Centers 
For 110 Victov Points. This d m  not take 
into account any Victory Points gained if the 
Allies invade the Balkans to open up another 
front. 

The Allies will have 90 Victory Pointj (75 for 
the automatic blwkade award, 10 for the 
Resource Centers in Italy. and 5 for the 
German invasion of Belgium). 

Whether or not such a strategy was plausible 
or even practical six decades ago en the 
battlefields of' Europe, it certainly seems to 
work on a hex-covered mapboard with 
clashes between cardboard armies. - L. Czfader 



BATTLE FOR GERMANY 
HISTORICAL NOTES 

This table presents the historical organiza- 
tion and location of forces at the heginning of 
BanIe far Gemany. Note that some units 
Itlime with allnotated strengths) ate not 
provided in the game equipment. Hex 
numbers (shown in parentheses) are appiox- 
imate: in most cases, all units woald be 
within one her  of the hex listed. Hngr = 
Hungarian. Br = British, Ca = Canadian, 
Po = Polish; nat ional i~  ofcwps in Western 
Allied armies i s  only shown when different 
from the nationality of the army. Sources of 
information include: National Archives Rofl 
nr. 60-15, Order of Battle of the Gemran 
h y ;  Seaton. Rosso-German War, 1941 -45; 
Ziemke, The German Northern Theatre: 
Ziemke, Stalingad to Berlin: Shulrnan. 
Defeat En the West; Thomald, Defeat In the 
East; Amp Almanac, 1950. 

OB WEST - RUM)STEDT 12107) 
39th Panz 

ARMY GROUP H - STUDENT 
25th Armg (2502): 30th (1-3-41, 88th 13-4-41 
1st Para A m y  (25011): 86th (3-5-41, 2nd Para 
ARMY CROUP B - MODEL 
15th Army (2305h 81st. 12th SS. 74th 
6th SS Panz Army 121051: 1st SS Panz, 2nd 
55 Panz. 67th 
5fh Pmz h y  (2004) 47th Panz, 58th Panz. 
bbth Panz 
5th Army (19051: 80th. 85th, S3td (3-4-4). 
ARMY GROUP G - BALCK (1707) 
89th (2-3-4) 
1st Anny (18051: 13th SS. 82nd. 90th 
ARMY GROUP UPPER RHTNE - 
HIMMLER (1  606) 
14th SS 11-24), 1Rth SS (1-3-4) 
19th Army (1605): 63rd, 64th 
OB SOUTHWEST - KESSELRING 
Llgurla A r m y  40805): 75th. Lombardy 12-3-41 
ARMY GROUP C - YIETINGHOFF 
14th A m y  (0610): 1st Para, 51st Mn (2-4-4) 
10th Army (07121: 14th Panz, 76th Panz. 

OB SOUTHEAST - WEICRS 
ARMY GROUP F - WEICAS (0820) 
97th (2-4-41, 15th Mn 12-4.4)" 15th SS Cav 
(3-4-51. 91st (3-4-4) 
ARMY GROUP E - LOAR 10524) 
34th. 21st Mn, 69th (1-3-4) 

OKH - GUDERIAN (I816$ 
5th SS Mn (2-3-5) 
ARMY GROUP NORTH -- SCHOERNER 
(Off Map) 
16th Army: 1 s t  (3-5441, 2nd 23-4-41, 10th 
(4.6-5). 38th (2-3-4). 50th (3-4-5). 54th (2-3-5). 
3rd SS (5-5-51, 6th SS (34.3, 28th 
(1-34) 
ARMY G1 
3rd Panz I 
a,. . 

ROUP CENTER - REINWRDT 
(3423): 28th (1-3-41, 9th, 26th 

4tn m~ (32241: 4lst Panz, 6th, 55th 
2nd Army (2924): 20th. 23rd. 27th 
9th A m y  (2623): 46th Panz, 8th 56th Panz, 
40th Psnz 

In Reserve (2923): Gmring Pan2 (5-5-51, f l t h  
SS, 4th SS Panz 

ARMY GROUP A - HARPE 12221) 
10th SS (2-3-41, G. Deutschland Panz 42-34] 
4th Panz Army (2324): 42nd. 24th Panz, 48th 
Pa nz 
17th A r m y  (2124): 59th. I l th  13-4-41. 7th 
( 1-3-41 
l r t  Pant Army 11925): 49th Mn. 43rd (3-5-4) 
ARMY GROUP SOUTH - FRTESSNER 
(1419) 
1st  C a v  (4-6-5). 1st Hngr 11-3-41. 2nd Hngr 
I1 -3-4). 3rd Hngr (2-4-4) 
8th A r m y  (1724): 17th 4th Panz. 29th 
6th Army (16221: 57th Panz, 3rd Panz, 72nd. 
9tfl SS M n  
2nd Panz A m p  (1120): 22nd M n  (1-3-4), 
68th 

00 NORTH - EALKlENHORST (OK Map) 
18th (2-3-41, 19th M n  (4-6-3, 3 r d  (2-4-41, 
36th (3-4-5). 70th (3-4-41, 71st (3-5-41 

SAAEF - EISENHOWER (1701) 
US 18th Abn 
2Tst ARMY GROUP - MONTGOMERY 
CanadIan 1st Army (24013: 2nd, Br 1st 
British 2nd Army 12403): 8 t h  12th 30th 
12th ARMY GROUP - BRADLEY 
US !bh Army (2304): 13th. 19th 
US 1st Army (2104k 7th, 5th. 8th 
US 3rd Army (1804): 12th, 3rd, 20th 
6th ARMY GROUP 
US 7th A r m g  (1604): 6th, 15th 
R 1st Army (1405): 1st. 2nd 

ITALY - ALEXANDER 
15th ARMY GROUP - CLARK 
US 5th Army (0511): 4th, 2nd. Br 10th 
Brltfsh 8th h r m y  (0512): 13th, 5th. Ca E st. Po 
2 nd 

YUGOSLAVIA - m O  
Yu 1s t .  Yu 2nd. Yu 3rd, Yu 4th 

SOVIET UNITS - STAVKA 
2nd BLT FRONT- EREMENKO (off map) 
6th. 10th 
1st  BLT FRONT - B A G R A M A N  (3524) 
3rd BR FRONT - CHERNYAKHOVSKY 
(3225) 
2nd (7-7-4, l l th 
2nd B R FRONT- ROKOSSOVSKY (2925) 
5th Tk 
1st BR FRONT - ZHUKOY (2624) 
POP, 8 t h  1st Tk. 2nd Tk 
1st UKR FRONT - KONFEV (2224) 
3rd, Sth, 3rd Tk, 4th 
4th UKR FRONT - PETROV (1825) 
1st 

2nd UKR FRONT - MALINOYSKY (1422) 
4th (2-4-4). 7th (7-7-4). 6th Tk (64.61, 1 s t  
Rum (2-4-4) 
3rd UKR FRONT - TOLBRUKHIN (1 220) 
4th (7-7-41, 9th (7-7-4, Bul 

WEST GERMAN REINFORCEMEFPrS 
Turn Two: 13th 13-4-51 
Tum Fire: 1 l th A m y  12-34) 
Turn Six: 12th (1 -2-4) 
Turn Eight: 12th Army (5-5-5) 
EAST GERMAN REINFORCEMENTS 
Turn Three: 5th (2-3-4) 
Turn four: Feldh. Panz (3-2-7), 16th SS 
(1  -2-4) 
Turn Flve: Moser (1-2-4) 
Turn Six: Kohls. (2-3-4) 
Turn Seven: lOlst (1-2-4) 
Tom Eight: 51st (1-3-41, 18th Mtn (2-3-4) 
Turn Nine: 32nd 11-2-41 
UNITED STATES REINMRCEMENTS 
Turn Two: Zlst (4-8-6) 
h Four: 16th (4-8-6) 
Turn Six: 22nd (3-6-6) 
Turn Eight: 23rd (3-6-6) 

- Steve P. Kaae 

CAVALRY IN BLUE AND GRAY 
The Blue & Gray QaadrIGame rules make 
no ditTerentiation between infantry and 
cavalry. This i s  rea5onably correct for 
combat because cavalry in the Civil Was 
fought essentialIy like infantry. In the face of 
the longer ranged rifled rnusketr of the time, 
the cavalry charge was not effective. and 
therefore. not used, 

However, there i s  no provision En the rules for 
the effective use of cavalry in scouting and 
screening. While scouting is superfluous in 
the game situation, since both sides have 
complete knowledge of all unit locations, 
there is a place for cavalry as a screen in^ 
force or as rapid moving mounted infantry, 
To simulate these capabilities, the following 
rules are  presented: 
a. Cavalry units have a Movement Allowance 
of "8." This represents their ability to move 
faster than foot troous while mounted. Note 
that their ability tb move in rough and 
w d e d  terrain is about the same as infantry. 
The two additional Movement Points are 
usable only in clear terrain or on roads and 
ttails. 

b. Cavalry must expend two additional 
Mwement Points to enter an Enemy Zone of 
Control. This simulates dismounting and 
forming up as infantry for engaging in 
cornhat. 

c. Cavalry may refuse combat and retreat one 
hex before combat under the following 
conditions: 

1. The cavalry unit was not in an Enemy 
Zone of Conttol at the beginning cf the 
Enemy's Movement Phase. 
2. The cavalry unit has a hex into which it 
may retreat which i s  not in an Enemy Zone of 
Control, not blmked by impassable terrain, 
and dws not have more than one Friendly 
unit occupying it (displacement i s  not 
a l lwed  under these conditions). 



3. The retreat takes place after all movement 
and before any combat An Enemy unit may 
not advance into the hex vacated by the 
cavalry unit. In the case where adjacent 
Enemy units are not attacking the cavalry 
unit, but are attacking other Friendly units 
while Enemy artillesy bombards the cavalry 
unit from a greater than one hex range, the 
cavalry unit may still retreat before combat 
to avbid being pinned in place by the 
adjacent Enemy unit  during the next 
Friendly Movement Phase. In other words, 
a cavnIry unit may retreat before combat any 
time an Enemy unit  of any type enters its 
Zone of Control, whether it will be attacked 
by that unit or not. 

4. If a cavalty unit not in an Enemy Zone of 
Control i s  attacked solely by artiflety From 
ranges greater than one hex, it may not 
retreat before combat. 

The rationale behind the  conditions for 
retreat before combat is that a cavalry unit, 
upon observing Enemy forces forming up 
and advancing toward them (entering their 
Zone of Control). would be able to put out 
enough !ire to slow the attacking forces 
down. and still have sufficient time to mount 
up if necessary and move out of range of the 
advancing forces. 
In the case of artillery bombardment only, 
the attack comes without warning, in that no 
forces can he observed to be approaching the 
cavalry unit. and the artillev fire can be 

outcome 
3efender F 
retreatin€ 

*"4:11*-. 

more intensive and last longer, because there 
is no danger of hitting the advancing forces. 
Also. in view of the strength of most of the 
artillery and cavalry units in the game, the  
most likely (other than Attacker 
Retreat) is I tetreat, which is the net 
result of ; before combat l f  
sufficient alc l l tc ly  Strength Points are 
brought to bear to make a "D X" 
result possible, requiring the ci t to 
receive the attack, it Is stil :nt, 
because that much artillery wou~u conceiv- 
ably be capable of destroying a unit before it 
has a chance to react and move out of range. 

-Robert D. Zablk 
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AlWHEM PROTOTWE MAP 

There seem to be several, discrepancies 
between the  prototype &hem map in 
MOVES 23 (p., 15) and maps in the late 
Cornelius Ryan's A Bhdge Too Far. which I 
feel to be the authoritative work on the 
Market-Garden Operation. 

Some of t h i  most obvious differences are: 

1. Presumably dashed and solid lines repre- 
sent secondary and primary roads, respec- 
tively; if so, you've overestimated the quality 
of several roads - only the raised highway 
was of good enough quality to carry medium 
tanks between the Waal and the h w e r  
Rhine. You show two roads there, plus a 
third leading W and N W  to the Lower Rhine; 
this was in fact barely good enough to 

support the light armored vehicles of the 2nd 
Household Cavaly. [Our source for the 
Arntlem map was taken fmm the 1939 
Michelin map. I:IQ0,0#, ripdared by ihe 
U.S. Armv in 1943 and used in the 
carnpuign. Solid lines arc primary roads, 
rnerulied. 6-8 meters wide: doshed lines are 
normnler and secottdoly mads. The road net 
get~~rali+v is curious in regard to the hanle. 
O~rr source (and others) show roods and 
brid~es which the Allies ~pyarentlv i~nored  
itr their originaf operational plans (m uch as 
they overlooked the possil>l~ uses of the Drip1 
fergr). AIl the roads in  I I I P  Arnhem area 
~voald "sl~pport" tanks, but e iuentua /~  the 
mads worlld beconre trnusahle for rEip more 
irnportattt supply traffk. - Ed. ] 

2. If the parachute symbols represent drop 
zones, yar~ seem to be off on several. The one 
in 2524 (82nd Airborne, 505 and 508 Rgts) 
should be in 2223-2023 (the Groesbeck area). 
[The s.vmbols represpni supplv dmp zones, 
not !mop drop zones; the 82nd drop zone 
was shown incorrecly, but hod been subse- 
quent!~ r~hcoted .  - Ed.] 

3. If towns have any effect on play, St. 
Oedenrode (1004) should be included. 

-Joseph B. Garman 

Brccon, box N of  Usk, and Usk. Chester in 
the North, is nat part of Wales. (Honest!) 
Devon and Cornwall: This area includes 
Exeter, but no other area east of the River 
Exe, which run? just west of Exeter. Oxford 
is neither in Devon nor Cwnwall. 

Ports: Some ports are attached to more than 
one box; they arc thus affected by either or 
both of those boxes. e.g., the port directly 
south of Beaurna'ris is controlled by both 
royal castles. Beaumaris and Caetnarvon, 
and the port of  Bristol has not only the city of 
BristoI, but the castles af Berkly and Vsk. 

Note. also, that neither Beaumaris nor 
Carisbrookc may be entered by land; they are 
islands. Also. you may not cross estuaries on 
land: thus to go From Rmhester to London 
takes at least hh'o boxes. and from Wsk to 
Bristol at kart three. 

Furthermore, there is a great deal of 
confusion as to whether the city of London 
acts as part of the dividing line lactuallq 
river) that runs NE to SW directly thru it, 
thus splitting that large area. The answer is 
yes, it is a part of the boundary. You may 
enter London by entering either of those 
boxes, but to move from " Wert London" to 
"East London" costs one movement point. 

-Richard Berg 

GEOGRAPHY LESSON 
FOR KTNGMAKERS 

One of the lesser delights of the increasingly 
popular British import, Kingmaker, is trying 
to find some of the more esoteric locations on 
the somewhat convoluted map. I t  is not 
unusual to s e e  players stare intently at the 
surface fot minutes on end, as  if the eyes of 
Cagliostro were implanted in the fold, vainly 
searching for the mystical port of 
Winchelsea. Alas. barons, it is nowhere to be 
found - at least not by normal means. 
Other, more common (but not tess difficultE 
questions, such as unmarked area boun- 
daries and u n n a m d  rivers can make an 
already subtle game approach the limits of 
obscurity. Hopefully, the information below 
will help relieve much of the anxiety that has 
been caused by this somewhat xenophobic 
oversight. 

The Cheviots: These are a range of hills in 
and around Northumberland. I ~ a t e d  on the 
map IprobabIy) a t  Chillingham. 

Ravenser: Misprinted Ravensburn On the 
map (unless you have a new map). 
Wtnchelsea: Nowhere to be found printed; 
it's one of the Cinque Ports and it is located 
just NE of Pevensey. Use the port directly 
south of Rye. 
'I% 'ees: This is the river between 
Du I Whitby, in the  Northeast. 

e Rlrer 'I 
rham and 
~ l e s :  Wa 

- 
Wr les includes the following 
locations. One box east of Rhuddtan. one 
box east of Denbigh Chirk, one box south of 
Chirk, one box NW of Ludlow. box W of 
Ludlow, box west of Hereford, box NE of 

FAST CARRERS ERRATA 
[25.11] (CHANGE) I n  order for the Japanese 
Player to win. all eight of the US Battleships 
must be in a D2, D3 or 154 state a t  the end of  
the Tactical Routine. 

[25.33] (CHANGE) 
Midway: 2 SBD (instead of three) 

[25A3] (CHANGE) 
Saratoga (OM) 6lF4F1, SSBD), 31TBF) 
Enterprise (004) 5(F4F), 6/SRD), 3FTBF) 
Wasp (008) b(F4F). S(SBD), 3/TBF) 

[25.63] (CHANGE) 
Saratoga 1007) 51F4Fl,6(SBDl, 3(TBF) 

[I451 (CHANGE) 
Line 6, Column +3: the correct result is D2 
(not Dl). 

ISLAND WAR EKRATA 

we 
116.141 (OMISSION) U.S. Playcr receives 5 
YP for occupation of each hex listed. 
Reinforcements: (CHANGE) Nov. 9 - U.S. 
3-2-5 enters hexrow 0401. Nov. 3 - Jpn. 4-6-5 
is x3. 
115.241 (OMISSION) Limon is in hex 2503. 

Salpan 
(12.11 (OMISSION) One unit of any type may 
be taken for each rernalning vacant Beach- 
head Marker during each Turn after the 
First Game-Turn. 



DREADNOUGHT SUPER EXTENSION 
Additional Rules for the Extended Campaign Game 

by Arnold Hendrick 

Dreadriofr~ht was designed to provide nearly 
endless enjoyment in its campaign and 
extended campaign format. With just a 
touch of numerical manipulation. one can 
plav games of almost any length and 
complexity. Wargarners closelv involved with 
modern naval data will realize that the values 
for warships in the game are rather curious. 
to say the least. However, like history, 
wargames are just personal interpretations 
and opinions; but even if you question it, that 
docsn't reduce the pleasure of working with a 
well-compiled interpretation, just as one 
might e n j q  a history book, even if its argu- 
ments seemed far-fetched. 

Just the same. a number of variations can be 
added to Dreadnoughl, especially in the 
campaign or extended campaign. These 
don't really add realism so much as they add 
complexity. and therefore, more considera- 
tions for the player. Little details like weather 
conditions, the gradualIy-evolving radar 
technology, the frequent failure of air 
spotting. eltc., can enliven games that may 
eventually become dull otherwise. 

Meanwhite, a l e e  simple modifications for 
some ships can take into account some of the 
most extreme characteristics of a few 
warships in this period. 

The Nelron (160) Class had all turrets 
fonvard of the bridge, and therefore may not 
fire into the stern arc with primary 
armament. Secondary armament may still he 
used in that direction. These ships still suffer 
the " - I "  damage dice penalty for firing into 
the bow arc. as  not all turrets could bear 
fonvard either! 

The French Dunkerque (530) and Richelieu 
(540) Class dreadnoughts may not fire into 
their stern arc. as their two quad-barrel 
turrets were forward of the superstructure. 
However, these ships do have full: firepower 
into the bow arc: they ignore the normal 
penalty in this direction. 

Japanese heavy cruisers during WWIl 
carried a large number of 24'"orpedo tubes. 
enough so that two cruisers could launch a 
formidable broadside. Therefore, Japanese 
CbO and C70 Class units are allowed 1:l 
torpedo attack ability, like destrover units. 
There is no torpedo range modification for 
the Japanese 24"' torpedoes because their 
longer range was mainly effective in terms of 
increased speed, and therefore increased 
effectiveness at standard torpedo firing 
ranges (10,000 yards and under). 

One British L20 and one Japanese LMT Class 

extra for the modification. The Japanese ship 
may be raised to 2:l  torpedo attack ability at 
a cost of 12 points instead. [Historically. the 
British "E" Class and Japanese '*Oi'' Class.] 

CAMPAIGNS 
The following suggestions and rules are 
proposed to enliven your campaips ,  and 
suggest some new ideas for campaigning with 
peculiar fleets, or in peculiar regions (such as 
the Antartic!). Procedurally. the rules below 
should be included in the campaign or 
extended campaign prwess in the foilowing 
ways: 

Initial radar technology should be deter- 
mined with the selection of initial fleets in 
any WWII era campaign. Radar technology 
should only be available to the six listed 
major powers. The variable construction rule 
can then influence the building schedules 
used for fleets. 

The weather. visibility and air spotting rules, 
in that order, should be determined at the 
start of each battleJscenario in each 
campaign (or extended campaign Game- 
Turn), Each extended campaign Game-Turn 
is considcrcd a ncw season. with an 
appropriate effect on weather. 

The weather, visibility and air spotting rules 
make mention of various m a n i c  regions 
around the world. It  is important that the 
location of the campaign be determined, as  
illustrated in the following list of potential 
campaign and extended campaign scenarios. 
In the list below total treasuv value and 
maximum spending on the initial fleet are 
represented hp two figures. such as 90/300,  
which indicates a total treasuzy of 903 pet 
player, of which 300 per player may be used 
tor the initial fleet. Unleqs otherwise noted, it 
is assumed that extended campaigns would 
have a maximum time limit of 12 
Game-Turns. 

A few campaigns suggested are multi-ocean 
"grand" campaigns. I n  these. some fleets are 
rertricted to operations in specific oceans. 
with extended campaign Game-Turns played 
separately in each ocean. For example. a 
grand WWKI campaign, with French and 
British fighting German and Austrians, 
might limit the French and Austrians to the 
Mediterranean, Germans to the Atlantic 
(i.e., North Sea). and the British to either as  
they desire. Each Game-Turn would be 
composed of a set of four Mediterranean 
scenarios, using warships assigned to that 
ocean (including all French and Austrians), 
and a set of four Atlantic scenarios. using 

change assignments on each subsequent 
Game-Turn. 

WORLD WAR I VINTAGE CAMPAIGNS 

British vs. Germans irt the Atlantic, the 
classic North Sea duel. A limited 1914-lh 
scenario of 70Q/200. 10 Game-Turns, and 
without the use of Classes 150. 230. 260 or 
640 is possible. A full-war scenario using all 
Classes should be  1500/h00 and 1 7  
Game-Turns. 

Americans vs. Germans in the Atlnntic, what 
if the British had lost a "Jutland" type 
engagements disastmusly in 1916 or t913P 
900/300 is reasonable. but 9XMoO with 6 
Game-Turns i s  another possibility. 

French vs Austrians in the Mediterranean, 
1914-15, a limited 450/200 scenario of 5 
Game-Turns. French may use British 190 
and 200 CIasses, but no more than four in 
total. Austrians should have use of Coeben 
(6721, a second L50 Class (Breslau and other 
German consorts in the area). and. for plav 
balance, a Spanish alliance with full access to 
the Spanish W W I  fleet. Austrian light forces 
should be one CS0 and one G O ,  not C10 and 
LIO. 

French vs, Italians it1 rhe Mediterranean. 
1015-1 6. Italians are presurnabty part of the 
Central Powers. swayed by  he German 
Coeben (h72). which has joined the Italian 
fleet. A limited 300/2CK) scenario of 4 Game- 
Turns is reasonable. As a late war variation, 
give the Italians access to Austrian capital 
ships and the entire Spanish fleet, drop the 
Goeben. and give the French access to the 
Russian 590 Class, which. presumably, has 
broken out of the Black Sea after Turkish 
collapse. A!so give the French access to the 
full 190 and 200 Classes of the British. 

Entente YS. Central Powers. Grand Cam- 
paign, Entente of Britain and France versus 
the Cenfral Powers of Germany and Austria. 
DoubIe campaign in the Atlantic (Germany, 
Britain) and the Mediterranean (Britain, 
France, Austria and any one German capital 
ship. along with any one German light ship, 
which may join the Austrian fleet in the 
initial deployment). 1800/800 with 17 Game- 
Turns. For play balance and interest, 
Central Powers may huiEd units of the Italian 
fleet for Mediterranean senice sti3rting 
Turn Five, and Entente Powers may build 
units of the American fleet for Atlantic 
service starting on Turn Ten. The initial 
fleets may not use Classes 110.230. 260. 610 
and 150. vote: don't expect to do very well 
playing the Central Powers.] 

unit in early WWlI was a&ed as a "torpedo warships assigned to that ocean (including a i  Japanese vs. Americans in the Pocljcic, spoils 
cruiser" and may be allowed 1: 1 torpedo Germans). The British could assign a of WWI campaign, 1919-1925. 800/300 with 
attack ability if desired, at a cost of 8 points warship into either mean as  desired, and 9 Game-Turns. allow the Japanese to build 





playing cards is used instead of dice, with 
players revealing the cards drawn only 
in-so-far as i s  necessary to prove the 
existence of radar they are using. 

When initial fleets are chosen, each player 
should draw one card to determine his initial 
radar technology. A king, queen or jack of 
spades indicates level 2 technology, some 
other spade a level 1 technology, and any 
other suit. no radar technology. 

During each build phase, in each extended 
campaign Game-Turn. players draw one 
card to determine improvements (if any) in 
their technology. If the drawing player's 
current technology level is known to be less 
than the enemy's, due to enemy radar use in 
battle already, an Ace, King or deuce (2) of 
any suit indicates an improvement of one 
level (if the player had no radar, it would 
indicate a level one technology).. If lthe 
enemy's radar is equal or inferior or 
unknown. oniy an Ace or deuce (2) of any suit 
allows an improvement of one level (or 
receiving a 'level one technology. if without 
radar at the moment). 

WEATHER 
k t  the start of each battle, in each campaign 
or extended campaign. a player rolls a die to 
determine weather (good or bad). TIE use the 
table. the season must be known. Normally, 
each extended campaign Came-Turn is a 
new season, with the first Turn being fall 
(thus, 2-winter, 3-spring, 4-summer, 5-fall, 
6-winter, etc.). By mutual agreement, players 
may start in any other season they desire. In 
a simple campaign, just roll a die at rhe start 
of the campaign to determine the season, 
1,2-spring, 3,4-summer, 5-fall, and 6-winter. 

Good weather has no special effect on the 
battle. 

Bad weather grounds all aircraft, preventing 
any aircraft spotting. It also renders any lwei 
2 radars useless. I t  modifies the visibility 
table die roll. 

Bad weather also reduces the Movement 
Allowance of all destroyer units in that battle 
by two. AS soon as bad weather is  known, but 
before visibility is  determined or task force 
markers placed on the map, players may 
secretly write on their force composition 
sheet that destroyers in the force suffering 
bad weather are "sent home." Destroyers 
sent home do not participate in the battle, 
and may not be transferred to some other 
scenario in the same season (extended 
campaign Game-Turn). T h i s  "send home" is 
only allowed to destroyem. and only if bad 
weather is encountered. 
See the weather table for oceanic regions, 
seasons and weather results. 

VISIBILITY 
Instead of simply rolling two dice and using 
the total as the base (minimum) visibility, roll 
two dice, modify as appropriate, and consult 
the visibility tabie. The table takes into 
account predominant weather conditions in 
various regions, tactical doctrine and, most 
importantly, is keyed around actual initial 

engagement ranges, which in g o d  weather 
in daytime tended to be around 11-13 
nautical miles, at night, 1-4 nautical miles. 
I f  the visibility table calls for a night battle, 
all normal combat and risibility rules are 
used, but air spotting is never available, and 
sun position has no effect, as there is no sun 

AIR SPOTTING 
In Interwar and WWIT scenarios, air 
spotting for naval gunnery is possible, as per 

rule 12.22, but is not automatic (historically 
such spotting was extremeiy rare, the aircraft 
were more commonly used as scouts, and 
only rarely as 'artillery observers' in the 
classic sense). Instead, at the start of a battle 
scenario, a pair of dice are rolled, and the air 
spotting table consulted. The table will 
indicate whether none, one or both sides are 
allowed air spotting. Of course, in bad 
weather andlor night, air spotting is 
prohibited regardless of the table result. In 

EXTENDED CAMPAIGN W A R  TECHNOLOGY CHART 
If InlHal draw is.,. Inltid technology level la... 

... R, Q, J Spades ... lwel two 

... A, 2 - 10 Spades ... level one 

... other suit ... level zero 

To Improve technoEogv one leeel, when... draw mnst be,,. 

... Enemy level i s  not known superior A, 2 any suit 

... Enemy tevel known superior A, K, 2 any suit 

WATAER CHART 
h: 

Winter Spring sum me^ Fall 

Arctic, Antarctic 1 1-3 1-3 1-3 

Atlantic, N. Pacific, Baltic 1-2 1-3 1-4 1-3 

1-5 f -5 1-3 

Mediterranean, Black 1 -4 1-5 1-5 1 -5 

Find the line for the region and cross-reference this with the column for the season. Then 
roll the die; if the result falls within the range indicated at  the intersection of line and 
column. the weather is god. Any other result indicates bad weather. 

Dice Total (two dl& 
1 2  3 4 5 b 7 8 9 l Q 1 1 1 2 1 3  

4n In 2n 2n 3n 7 7 8 6 8 9 10 9 

N. Pacific, Atlantic, 
l n l n  4n 2n 6 7 7 9 8 9 11 10 9 

S. Pacific, Indian 2n In 4n 3n 7 9 9 8 8 10 11 12 9 

Mediterranean, 
Black, Caribbean In 2n Sn 3n 7 8 9 9 10 10 11 6 11 

Number indicata the base (minimum) visibility in hexes, to which the usual single die 
roll is added each Turn to determine visibility that Turn. Modified die rolls less than "1 " 
ate considered " 1," over "13" ate considered " 13.'Xn "n" result indicate< a night battle. 

W e  Roll ModlfEcatlona (add or smbirmt appUcfblt modlAmHonuh 
-2 bad weather (see Weather Table results) 
+I battle in 1914-192s period (ignore if Arctic or Antarctic in summer) 
-3 battle in 1942-1945 period (ignore if arctic or antamtic in winter) 
+3 Arctic m Antarctic in summer (midnight sun effects) 
-5 Arctic or Antarctic in minter (no sun) 
-1 islands or other nearby land masses (may be considered a "standing modification," 
or Players may roll to see if this is in effect; roll one die; "1" indicates it is in effect in 
most oceanic regions, but in Mediterranean, Black or Caribbean, and South Pacific, a 
"1,'"'T'or "3" indicates it is in effect). 



addition, the rules below may modify the 
table result: 

In campaign scenario "B," the share raid, 
south is prohibited air spotting regardless of 
the table result, unless it is British, American 
or Japanese from 1935 on, or Italian or 
German from 1942 on. This is because north 
would certainly have air protection for 
sensitive coastal installations. and only 
aircraft carrier support could overcome these 
measures, with the nationality-based rule 
representing those with sufficient carrier 
strength to include such in a shore raid 
operation. 

In campaign scenario "C," the convoy 
situation, north may only have air spotting if 
south a6so has air spotting. South may still 
have air spotting. regardless of north's 
situation. This is because air spotting for one 
side only represents an air superiority 
situation, and it is presumed that south 
would avoid routing a convoy through an 
area where north would have air superiority. 
This particular rule may be waived under 
certain circumstances, mutually agreeable to 
both players, such as Geman-British Arctic 
operations in WWII, where British convoys 
were forced through an area of German air 
superiority. and for a short period, no 
carriers were available to balance the 
situation. 

DA Y/NIGHT OPERA TIONS OkTTOhr 
When planning force operations in a 
campaign (or extended campaign Game- 
Turn), in any, each and/or a11 of the 
scenarios, a player may specify "day only" or 
"night only" operations. However. in the 
W w l  (1914-25) period, 'knight only" 
operations are prohibited (however, he may 
chose to not specify either day or night, and 
leave open the possibility of a night battle). 
If one Player specifies day or night, and the 
other specifies the same choice, or no choice. 
the battle automatically occurs as specified. 
Therefore. if a player specifies day, he 
ignores any "night" visibility results and 
continues until a night result i s  achieved, and 
vice versa if 'Yay" is specified. 

If players specify opposing choices in a Sea 
Sweep (A,D) scenario, the action is presumed 
to occur at  dawn or dusk, with players each 
rolling a die, the high roller selecting dawn or 
dusk. Visibility is automatically "6" (do not 
use the visibility table), although the n m a l  
single die is added each turn for actual turn 
by turn visibility range. Furthermore, the 
Sun Position rule (12.5) is  automatically in 
effect For the entire battle. 

If players specify opposing (day-night) 
choices in scenario B, the shore raid, the 
south or raiding player automatically 
receives a substantial victory and is awarded 
full bombardment ability by all his capital 
ships. There is  no battle, as the bombard- 
ment presumably occurred during the period 
when north refused to patrol. 

If players specify opposing choices in 
scenario C, the convoy, the north or 
intercepting player automatically receives a 

substantial victory, the whole convoy is 
considered intercepted and sunk, and there 
is no battle, as the interception occurred 
while the escort was off station, 

VARIA B E  SHIP 
CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE 

Normally, all warship construction is planned 
before the start of an extended campaign. 
Using this rule, only some construction must 
be so pianned. the rest can be planned as you 
''go along." 

Following the normal rules, all construction 
for the first five extended campaign 
Game-Turns must be planned before the 
start of the First Game-Turn. Construction 
for the Sixth or later Turn may also be 
planned i f  desired. 

During the build phase of each extended 
campaign Game-Turn, additional ships not 
yet slated for construction may be planned. 
Destroyers cannot be planned for a time 
earlier than two Turns beyond the current 
one (add 2 to the current Game-Turn, and 
that i s  the eartiest time when new.dcstroyers 
may be planned). Light cruisers require three 
Turns beyond the present, heavy cruisers. 
four Turns. and dreadnoughts, seven Turns. 
mote: these times, based on one Game-Turn 
equals three months, are about half the 
actual time required). 

All construction due in a given extended 
campaign Game-Turn building phase, both 
initially planned and later planning, may still 
not exceed 100 points. if more than 100 is 
planned, then some units must be "post- 
poned'until the next Turn, so that units 
actually built don't exceed 100. Units may 

continue to be postponed Tom to Turn, even 
indefinite!?. However, units still under 
postponed status when the game ends have 
their ful l  value deducted from the final 
treasury, and therefore. do cost the points in 
the end. There is na financial advantage in 
postponement. 

SHIP DESIGN 
Using these rules, players are considered the 
chief naval officer in a mythical state, where 
they must derign ships, rather than select 
them from avaikable types. Generally, this 
type of variable ship design best fits an 
extended campaign, where the initial fleet 
value is doubled (with an overall increase in 
treasury points, as a result. for example, a 
typical campaign would be 1200/W3, and 
before the initial fleet is built, the player 
must establish designs for all the types of 
warship weaponry, hulls, and light forces he 
wishes to use. 

Procedurally. players should take turns 
designing new hulls, weaponry or light ship 
classes, with the results public, not secret. 
For example, one player designs a 
battEecfviser hull with high speed and little 
armor, so the other decides he needs one, and 
also designs one. When both players are 
satisfied they have all the designs they need, 
play proceeds to the choice of initial fleets. 
Optionally, players may use a "secret 
design" process, but this is  not recom- 
mended. 

It is important no understand the differences 
between design and actual ships. To pay 
points for a design allows you to build ships 
composed of certain elements (weapons of 

Am S P O r n C ;  AVAIL.ABTLTI"Y 
ModAed Dice Total (two dlee): 

Time: RegVm: 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 16 I1 12 

192% mpibc N m  B * .  B * .  m S m  

1934 other N a  a m B * m B * a  a a s  

193% mpibc N N N * a  B m  B m  S * S  S 
1939 other N a N * a B  o B  m S * m S  

I 1 9 4 0 -  mpibc N * m N N m B m S S m S *  
, 1941 other N * N N * * B m a S S S *  

1942- mpibc 8 N * N N N  a 5 S S S * m  
1945 d her N a m N N . s m S S e S *  

rnpibc = in Mediterranean, S. Pacific, Indian, Black w Caribbean regions; other = any 
other oceanic region. N = North Player only allowed air spotting, S = South Ptayer only, 
B = both Players. * = Player only allowed air spotting if his force includes cruisers (C 
and/or L type units). 
Die Roll Modiflcationl: 
-1 South Player i s  outside friendly waters, but North Player is not. I 

+I North Player is outside friendly waters, but South Player i s  not 
Friendly waters for British include Atlantic and Indian; Americans, the S. Pacific and (in 
WWII) N. Pacific & Atlantic; French, the Mediterranean; Russians, the Baltic & Black; 
Germans, the Atlantic & Baltic, and (in WWIII) the Arctic; Italians, the Mediterranean; 
Japanese. the S. Pacific. All other states are consided without any fticndly waters. 
Ignore die rolI modifications for friendly waters in contests between mythical states, 
unless a special definition is made. 



certain attack value and range. or hulls with 
certain defense values and speed). After the 
design is established. you may then build as 
many ships as you wish to design. paying 
appropriate points for each ship. 

DESIGNING DREADNOUGHT HULLS 
Creating a hul! design allows a player a 
platform, with defense and movement, on 
which to mount weapons. The cost of a hull 
design. in points. is th: defense value 
multiplied by the mwement value. plus any 
extra points for special defense improve- 
ments. For example. a WWlI hull with 11 
defense and 6 movement (11-6) would cost 66 
points. 

Normally, for a given speed chosen, hulls are 
limited to a certain maximum defense value 
in the period used. For example, in W I ,  a 
speed of 6 limits defense value to 9, normally. 
However. at so many points per defense 
value, this value may be increased up to a 
certain limit. In the case of the previous 
example. the normal 9 value can be increased 
bp as many as 3 more defense values, at  10 
points cost per value. Therefore, a 12-6 
(defense-movement) hull would cost 102 
points (12x6+30). 

The chart below shows, for each period and a 
given speed value. the normal maximum 
defense value, how many values may be 
added an at a special cost, and what this 
special cost is per value. 

DESIGNING 
DREADNOUGHT WEAPONS 
A player pays a fixed point value to design a 
certain type of dradnought weapon system. 
He selects the class he wishes to design (light, 
medium. medium-heavy , or heavy), pays the 
points to the treasuv, and then determines 
the attack and range value of the weapons, 
according to the chart below. Notice that 
attack and range values received will vary 
according to the dice. 

A player may design up to eight different 
weapons systems, two in each class. However, 
no light or heavy class weapons may be 
designed unless at least one medium or 
medium-heavy design already exists. 
Secondly. a player may not make a second 
design in any class until all classes have at 
leas! one design. 

To use the table below, roll the die or dice 
and add the value shown to determine attack 
value, then toll again and add the value 
shown to determine range. "d" indicates that 
one die is rolled. *'dd" that two are rolled. 

B UKDING DREADNOUGHTS 
To build a design, a player simply combines 
any one hull design. and any one weapons 
system. A player may reduce the defense 
value of the hull design by one, two or three if 
he desires, to '"are" points. The attack, 
range and movement values in designs may 
never be altered. Note. however, that two 
different hull designs and hvo different 
weaponry designs allows four different ship 
classes. 

In the WWI period, players may wish to limit 
"4" Movement Allowance hulZs to just light 
and medium weapons, and prohibit the 
mounting of heavy weapons on "8" rnove- 
ment hulls. 

The cost of the design has no effect on the 
cost of individual ships. Point value for a unit 
is still the total of the attack, defense and 
movement values. 

DESTGNING AND BUILDTNC 
LIGHT FORCES 
Players select at random whether or not they 
will use the Alpha (blue) or Bravo (yellow) 
light forces, To compensate the bravo player 
for poorer quality material, the entire CW 
class is presumed to have 1:l torpedo attack 
ahilrty. at no extra point cost. 

DEFENSE VALUES 
Movemeat A l l o w n  of H d r  

Period: 4 5 6 7 8 
WWI 5/+1(61 9/+3(8) 9/+3(10) 6/+4(11) 3/+3(12) 
Internat * 10/%2(6) 10/+2(9) 9/+3(12) 10/4-6(12) 
WWYl * 12/+2(5) 12/+2(5) 16/+7(9) 17/+6(10) 

I The Values are presented in the following order: normal maximum defense allowance/ 
total special defense addition possible (additional cost per special defense point added). 

DREADNOUGAT WEAPONS VALUES 
Class (and Design Cud h Points): 

PerFdr light (10) medlnm (1 7 )  med.-heavy (25) heasg (311 
WWF d +4/d +6 d+ll/d.$7 d+18/d41 I d935Jddt-6 

Interwar d+17/d+10 d-l-U/dd+lO d+31/dd+14 d+39/df 18 
WWIT d+25/dS14 d+31/ddf 13 d+39/dd+14 d*/d+19 I Add the numben rhmn to the die roll. I 

To design a light ship type. a player simply 
pays a point value equal to one ship of that 
type. Then, to build units. a normal point 
value is paid for each unit built. However, a 
certain continuity in light ship design is 
necessary: within the general category of 
destroyers. light cruisers or heavy creuisers, 
classes of higher level (higher 10's digit) may 
only be designed if all lower classes have been 
designed. Thus D40 cannot be designed until 
D10. 20 and 30 have been designed. C6Q 
cannot be designed until CSO has been 
designed. 

In WWI games, the only "designabie" 
classes for alpha are CIO, LlQ, L20, D10, 
D20. The only "designable" classes for bravo 
are C50. L50, LMI, DSO, Dm. 
In the Interwar period. classes C10 and C50 
are considered already designed, but 
outmoded, and therefore no ships of these 
classes may be buitt. All other classes may be 
designed and built at  normal cost. 

In WWII, classes C10, L10, Dl0 and 0, 
LW, D50 are all considered already 
designed, but outmoded. A!] other classes 
may be designed and built at normal cost. 

WARSHIP NAMES 
One small pleasure in dreadnought design is  
thinking up names for your ships, as well as 
the mythical nation they seme. Ferocious 
animals, famous men and descriptive adjec- 
tives, often relating to power or strength. are 
the most mmrnon words used. However, often 
ships are named after cities. provinces and 
states in your nation. A political atlas of the 
world can do wonders in this department. as 
the English transliterations of other 
languages. especialiy those outside the Indo- 
European family, always seem to have a 
romantic sound, such as Shiraz. Tucuman. 
Rimbaba, Krivoy Rog, Atbasar, M'ila, 
Colomb-Bechar, Almansa, Altun Kopru. 
Zagora. Amhan.  Yarkland, ChiZa,- 
Chenkang, Mogok and thousands more. 



FORMATXON TACTICS 
by Frederick Georgian 

This article is part of a continuing series on 
tactics. Although reading the previous 
articles is not necessary to comprehend this 
articIe, the reader may find Basic Tactics in 
MOVES 22 helpful as background material. 
The concepts presented are general enough 
to be applicable to most SF1 games. 

The purpose of this article is to introduce the 
new wargarnet to the concept of the battle 
formation. Often a Player may be able to 
execute a well-planned attack at a specific 
location. yet, in general, may find that his 
situation isn" that favorable, or that he has 
trouble maintaining a steady offense. One 
cause may be the lack of an adequate battle 
formation. The battle formation allows a 
gamer to defend his units as well as attack 
his opponent's units. 

The following format is used: First, the entire 
battle formation is presented and the 
purpose of each of i t s  parts is  discussed. 
Second, the specific type of game units which 
are best suited for each part of the battle 
formation are outlined. The final section 
shows how the battle formation as a whole 
can be combined for two basic attacks. 

Figure I shows the anatomy of a battle for- 
mation. There are four distinct parts. First, 
there is the fmnt line, formed by infantry 
units (3-4 and 2-4). A front tine is a means of 
separating your units from the enemy. It does 
not have to be a strictly straisht line. What is 
important is that the J ~ n e s  of Control of the 

units in the front line either overtap or are 
adjacent. In Figure 1, the front line is 
continuous because the infantry units have 
Z ~ n e s  of Control overlapping. The other 
possibility is a broken front line (as shown in 
Figure 2). In this case. the hex so laberled is 
free of Zones of Control. The inherent danger 
of a broken fmnt is that the break can be 
forced by enemy units. To divide and 
conquer is a sure path to victory as will be 
shown in the last part of this article; hence. it 
i s  advisable to maintain a continuous front 
line at all times. Also in Figure 1. the front 
line is divided into thirds. The enemy's right 
Rank lies directly in front of your left flank. 

All units other than the front line infantry 
units in Figure E are considered reserve units. 
Players often overlook the need for a reserve 
form, and feel that all units would be doing 
the most good in the f ~ o n t  line, where combat 
occurs. But such a player may have trouble 
explaining why his units are outflanked, or 
why his position is quickly divided as  soon as 
his front line breaks. 

It is usually difficult to anticipate the exact 
location or manner of an enemy attack: 
hence, a sufficient force must be withheld in 
reserve to counter an unexpected enemy 
attack. Likewise, favorable situations often 
deveIop due to mistakes by an enemy 
commander; a large reserve force can be 
advantageously used to exploit such a 
mistake. The resksves are thus generally the 

strongest or fastest units that a commander 
has at his disposal. The reserves are best 
positioned behind the front line, not pinned 
by enemy units. Mobility is essential in 
meeting the varying xtrerqes and needr of r 
Player's position. 

T h e  next question to be answered is what 
kind of units are best suited for each part of 
the battle formation. In general, a Player can 
divide his army into four types of units: light 
infantry, heavy infantry, artillery and 
cavalry. The following comments are meant 
to serve as guidelines uhich may help 
organize a Player's thinking. 

The: light infantry units are generally weak 
offensively, but strong defensively, whereas 
the heavy infantry units are generally strong 
offensively, but weak defensively. For 
example, in Marengo, on the French side, the 
infantry units whose Combat Strengths equal 
"3" and * < I , R *  would be classified as light 
infantry. Those units whose Combat 
Strengths are equal to "4" and above, would 
be classified as heavy infantry. 

At the start of a game. a Player is advised to 
scan his units and to separate his infantry 
units into heavy and light groups. He should 
then strive to use his light infantry on the 
front line and to keep the heavy infantry in 
reserve. As shown in Figure 1, the heavy 
infantry is placed on either side sf the center 
of his formation. Being somewhat centrally 
located, the h e a ~  infantry reprerents a pool 



mave your units around an enemy's flank to 
attack his front line or reserve units. 
Generally, the flank envelopment wi l l  be a 
favorable maneuver in one or more of the 
following circumstances: (1) the enemy 
Player has his resemes in the center or on the 
opposite flank which you plan to attack; 
(2) his flank Ties on clear terrain: (3) you have 
your cavalry units on your flank; (4) both 
heavy infantry and  artillery are nearby to 
support your attacks; (5) you are able to 
muster 3:l odds for your attacks. Figure 3 
illustrates the flank envelopment. For each of 
the following examples, the reader can 
assume that the French units have started 
from the battle formation as shown in 
Figure 1. of strength which may be shifted a t  will t o  

either the center or the  flank. 
front line, the artillery reserve can move from 
area to area to assist any friendly attack. 

The third category is artillery. For our 
purposes, unlike infantry units. the exact 
type of artillery is no2 important. What Is 
important is to keep in mind that attilltry is 
intended to help friendly infantry units in 
combat and is meant to engage enemy units 
or a distance. Consequently, all artillery units 
should be placed behind the center of the 
front line. In this manner, a Player has at his 
disposal a concentrated mass of Attack 
Strength. Artillery units should never appear 
on the front line, because of their Eow 
Defense Strength, and because they will 
become pinned. By placing them behind the 

Finally. there is the cavalry proup. The 
c a v a l ~  contains the fastest units in the army; 
speed i s  used to flank an enemy position o t  
unit. or to exploit a breakthrough. Hence, 
approximately equaf mumhers of cavalry 
units should be placed on either flank. From 
such a position, the cavalry has room to use 
its speed as a weapon. 

In Figure 3, the French heavy infantry units 
(5.5 and 4-4) have advanced to attack the 
Austrian front line infantry unit (4-3). The 
French light infantry unit (2-4) has moved 
aside so that  the French artillery units (2-4) 
can move within bombardment range. 

Though the French units, have a 3:1 attack 
on the Austrian infantry unit 14-24, the coup 
de grace is delivered by the French cavalry 
unit (2-71, which has moved to flank the 
Austrian infantry unit from retreating, and 
any resutt (except a "6") wilt eliminate the 
Austrian unit. 

There are two basic avenues of attack from 
this formation - the flank envelopment and 
the center assault. Let us look first at the 
flank envelopment attack. The flank 
envelopment occurs when you are able to 



The other French czvalry unit which is not 
attacking is important in this overall flank 
envelopment, because it is performing two 
functions. First, it provides some defense for 
the attacking French cavalry unit (otherwise 
the Austrian cavalry unit could, in its turn. 
flank the French cavalry unit). In a sense, the 
non-attacking French cavalq unit is forming 
a temporary front line. Second, and equally 
important, the non-attacking French c a v a l ~  
unit is now in a position to threaten more 
flanking attacks on other Austrian units. 
Such threats of more attacks cause the 
Austrian defense to unravel, or at least force 
retreats to readjust to the new situation, 

The second avenue of attack is the center 
assault. If done properly, on the foklowing 
turn more friendly units can be rushed to the 
center to divide the enemy's position. 
Generally, the center assault should be 
executed when f he following conditions arise: 
(I} the enemy has his reserves spread out or 
on his flanks; (2) the enemy has his center 
front !ine in clear terrain; (3) the enemy front 
line units are spread to the maximum extent: 
{4)gou have heary infantry and artillery units 
in the center so that you can muster 4:1 odds 
for your attacks. Figure 4 illustrates the 
center assault. 

Again, the French units started from the 
battle formation shown in Figure 1. In Figure 
4, both heavy and light infantry units have 
advanced to attack the front Line Austrian 
units (3-3 and 3-5). Each attack is a 4:l. In 
both cases, the combat result was a "Dr" 
(Defender Retreat) and arrows show the 
results of the French atatcks. The Austrian 

front line has been broken; the hex so labelled 
is not covered by an Austrian 7 ~ n e  of 
Control. If the Austrians do not remedy the 
situation by the following turn, the French 
units wilI pour through the gap to divide the 
Austrian position. 

Although artillery units are not used in.this 
specific example. they are at hand and, if 
desired by the Player, their Combat Strength 
could be applied to the attacks to increase 
the combat odds, Another point is the 
complete absence of French cavalry units. 
There are two reasons: there is usualfy not 
much space for maneuver in the center, and 
they usually have no opportunity to flank an 
enemy unit. Furthermore, the Movement 
Allowances of the infantry units are usudlv 
more than sufficient to reach any area in the 
center; speed of units is not required for the 
center assault. Sometimes an enemy Player 
reacts to a center assault by using a flank 
envelopment attack. Hence, the cavalry units 
may he needed on the flanks to help bolster 
its defense and to elongate the front line so 
that the enemy units cannot flank the front 
line units. 

One last point about the center assault. 
Greater combat odds are needed than for the 
Dank envelopment. The reason for this is 
that it is important to retreat or to 
eliminate the enemy center as rapidly as 
possible. In the center assault, it is 
preferrable to have 6:l attacks, despite the 
possible "Ex" (Exchange) results. LoDk at 
Figure 4 and visualize the  situation if the 
Austrian light infantry (3-3 and 3-5) were 

eliminated. or exchanged for the French light 
infantry units (3-4 and 3-4). Clearly. the 
Austrian center is  shattered and recovering 
from such a blow would be very trying. If the 
Austrian units could not be pushed back or 
eliminated rapidly, then the Austrian reserve 
units would gain sufficient time to recover, 
contain, and possibly push back the Ftench 
threat. 

It is important to know the function and 
limitations of each unit, the necessity of a 
reserve force and the power of a combined 
arms attack. The guidelines are presented to 
help begin thought along proper paths. A 
Player may alter the cut-off point between 
"light" and "heavy" infantry to suit his 
needs. The gamer is advised to experiment 
and to t~ various battle formations, At first, 
you may lose a couple of games, but 
gradually you wilE be able to devise your 
battle formation to suit your plans and ideas. 



FLIGHT 0 F THE PHOENIX 
T h e  Avalon Hill Year 

Avalon Hill, the Grand Old Lady of Harford 
Road, so long lain fallow and bereft of any 
overt signs of inteliigent life, has risen, like 
the legendaq phoenix, to once more become 
a vibrant force in the wargaming field. 
f onaking its time-honored, and outmoded. 
custom of producing one or maybe two 
games a year, Avalon Hill has gradually 
expanded its scope so as to produce a 
marraige of the old, conservative image of 
bygone days with the new saturation-oricnted 
methods. And, like any classic marriage. we 
have ... 
Something Old 
Last fall, AH released, in new editions, three 
of its old. discontinued line. Jutland, 
ChanceIlnrsvilIe and Anzia each had a 
checkered career from inception. In retro- 
spect, it would seem that only Anzio would 
be worthy OF an additional effort, and the 
results of the overhaul, to this extent, are 
somewhat borne out by that observation. 
Ji~tland, the First commercial game designed 
by Jim Dunnigan (in his salad days) was quite 
obviously an effort to wed boardgames to 
rnintatures. As such it failed, if somewhat 
spectacularly, and remained of interest solely 
to buffs and collcctorr. Only minor changes 
have been wrought to the game in its present 
form. the most obvious being a wries of 
definite scenarios. The game still remains 
cllmbet5ome and sprawling, albeit exciting if 
you have the time. e n e r g ,  and use of the 
hallroom a t  San Simeon. 

ChancellorsviEle presents a somewhat differ- 
ent story. Here the overhaul is extensive. A 
new. it somewhat primitive. map has been 
rendered. and severab important rules 
changes adopted. Gone are the secondary 
ZOC's; added are a Union Initial Surprise 
Mave, a sort of low-level command control, 
optional cavalry retreats. plus several other 
ideas. The result is a drastic improvement in 
game mechanics and playability, along with 
a stronger, if superficial, aura of realism. 
~ n f o r h k a t e l ~ .  little has been done in the 
way of tackling the immense problems 
inherent in making a "game" out of the 
situation a t  ChancellorsvilIe tor, despite the 
rather humorous historical blooper on the 
nostalgic box cover, the players are faced 
with a virtually inevitable end result. whollv 
contrary to historical happenstance. The 
South has little. if any, chance, in 
ChancelEorsville. of inflicting on Hooker's 
Army of the Potomac the type of tactical 
defeat that it actually did. Perhaps this is 
irnpossibie in this particular situation. But, 
at the same time, play is balanced by 
waefully artificiai victory conditions. which 

reflect little on history. Chancellorsville has 
thus done little to alkeviate the difficult 
situation in recreating this famous battle. It 
does play smooth!y and easily. but. in the 
end. it fails as  both game and simulation. I? 
is not devoid of interest: however, it is still a 
failure. 

It is only with Anzio that Avalon Hill has 
succeeded in breathing life into a game too 
soon left for dead. Zegion are the gamers 
who, entranced by Anzio's spectacular map 
and designer Dave William's insight and 
innovation, valiantly attempted to slog their 
way through what was undoubtedly the nadir 
of game devlopment. It was considered a 
tactical victory atone if you could penetrate 
the mysteries of the reinforcement and OB 
charts. But Anzio-master. Tom Oleson, has 
corrected all that. In what stands as  a 
masterpiece of redesign, Oleson has forged 
Anzio into a n  exciting game of brains and 
daring, Major changes were brought about in 
the hasic game, and the variable OB's, 
augmented paradrop rules. and terrain 
clarifications are only a few of the items that 
bring clarity to what was once an incoherent 
jumble. The rules, and even the fabled 
charts. are readable and usable. all high- 
lighting the underlying ingenuity of the 
design. knzio is not a simple game; but it is 
one of the most challenging games on the 
market. In its newly revised form, it is a must 
lor garners of all penuasions. 

The first signs of Avalon Hill's emergence 
from the doldrums came over a year ago, 
when 1776 appeared. A disaster at the basic 
and advanced level. 1776 proved to he a 
marvelousIy designed campaign game, for 
onlv at that level did the imagination and 
subtlety of Randy Reed's host of innovative 
concepts take effect. Despite its length and 
somewhat mechanistic militiafTory ruleq, 
the campaign game of I776 is one of the best 
of it5 kind available, a solid game that 
effectively captures the feint and maneuver 
of the era. 

However, it was with the giant Decline and 
Fall of the Third Reich that AH showed she 
was still alive and kicking. An out-of-house 
design (as are most of AH'S games) by John 
Prados. the game is a veritable goldmine of 
ideas. Possibly the most extensive project yet 
attempted by Avalon Hill. Third Reich has 
proved to be a highly popular and durable 
game. The idea of Attrition Combat is 
excellenV and the interplay between the 
various countries, both large and small, is 
handled beautifully, as is the interesting BRP 
production system. The entire Feel ol the 
game is economic in nature. as players "pay" 
to make war, but can reap great gains in 
terms of increased production if they are 
successful. This i s  Prados' general area of  
concentration, and in that he succeeds 
.admirably. 

Third ReicR is basically a multi-player game, 
working less well at the standard head+to- 
head level, and the system is geared to this 
realization. I t  could be considered a complex 

game, but i r  is not complex because of the 
nature of the rules. Rather it is intricate. 
because of the variables that may occur 
throughout play and the number of choices 
that each player has to make. Unfortunately, 
the niles book does little to help the player in 
making these decisions. It is, at best: obscure 
and ohfz~scatory, somehow reading like a n  
endless footnote. Another problem is that 
while the game plays well on the Eastern 
F r o n ~ ,  the historical fee1 of the western 
Front. particularly France, is just not there. 
Furthermore, a great deal of historicity has 
disappeared at the sacrificial altar of 
playability. T o  be surc, this doern't damage 
the game to any great extent: moreover, there 
sacrifices help make Third Rpick much more 
playable. and even more intesesting than its 
immediate counterpart. SPl's WWII. Third 
Reirh is one of Avalon Hill's most enjoyable 
efforts in years. 11 has its flaws, but it is 
entertaining, challenging and highlv recorn- 
mended. 

Panzer Leader has likewise proven to be a 
popular game. Essentially a clarification of 
the vcnerahle PanzerBlirx - moved west - it 
stands to reason that if you liked the latter. 
you'll love the former. PanzerRlitz i~ such an 
institution that to knock it would be akin to 
panning the Man: Brothers. I, however. have 
always Felt that. in light of recent d e s i ~ n  
developments. PanzerBlEtz was an outmodcd 
game. Likewiqe, its revirionary sister, Panzer 
S e u d ~ r ~  suffers in compari~on to the 
strikingly similar Panzer '44 by SPI. For one. 
the scenarios in P n n z ~ r  Lpader are quite poor 
as a group, and. more importantly. Panzer 
'44's basic system is as playable as Punrer 
Lpadpr's while reflecting armored tacticr 
much more realistically. Thus. Avalon Hill 
has, with Panzer Leader. succeeded 
admirably in clarifying and advancing the 
PanzprR/irr system. This svstem. however, is 
an old system. and i f  it isvour system, you'lI 
appreciate P o n z ~ r  Leader. 

The newest of Avalan Hill's fresh designs is 
the ambitious Tnhruk. one of the most 
impressive physical products in the entire 
Avalon Hill line. Tohmk is essentiallv a 
tactical armored warfare game at the tank 
and infantry squad level based on miniatures 
rules that have been developed over the 
gears. I t  has not been a secret that Tobmk's 
developer, Randy Reed (the game was 
designed by Harold Hochs) has been 
interested in reeking a meeting ground 
between the fertile field of miniatures and 
the plapability of boardgames. Rut in seeking 
this common ground. AH has turned Yobrrik 
into something of an anomaly. 

The amount of research undertaken and the 
painstaking efforts in design and develop- 
ment are obvious in the finished Tohruk 
product. The sheer volume of informational 
feedback to the player. as to what armored 
warfare is like in terms of fire effectiveness. 
weapons type, and armor protection is 
almost unbelievable. Each tank is rated for 
effectiveness of its weapons system against 
the other tanks, and a t  various ranges. 
Added in are different areas of possible hifs. 



hull. turret, etc., and a series of combat 
rewit5 that resemble an algebra course I 
once took great delight in avoiding. In 
addition. rules cover hasic infantry tactics 
and weaponr all the way up  to Stukas and 
dust storms! Even with all of this. Tobmk i s  
not as cornpiex as it would seem, especially 
given the excellent way in which the rutes are 
presented - through scenarios of increasing 
diffic~slty. 

Unfortunately. people who buy Tobmk 
expecting to recreate tactical desert warfare 
are in for a surprise. The playing board is 
featureless, something the North African 
desert ir not. Thus. the units could be 
an-where; more like!? on a glacier, given the 
flat nature of things. Even more important is 
the disastrously Iow movement values for the 
units. Whilc this. perhaps, reflects things as 
they were. the restrictions on maneuver and 
playability are severe. And, finally, Tohruk is 
not a game: in many cases. even with the new 
fire docrrine rules. it simply evolves into a 
dice-rolling contest, an exercise in tank 
gunnery. Perhaps there is too much of 
"miniatures." One of the great allures of the 
latter is its visual appeal. an appeal that 
boardgaming i s  hard-pressed to duplicate. 
And while Tnhruk brings the feel of 
miniatures to the board. it dms not bring the 
feel of a game to the player. For those who 
are mostly interested in wargames as a source 
nt information, as an enjoyable teaching 
devicea Tnhrrrk will prove to be eminently 
sat is lac to^. But for those who simply want 
to '*kick i t  around" for a few turns. for the 
pIaycrs to whom playability is a god from thc 
higher pantheon - the very players who are 
the lifeblood of the Avalon Hill line - Tohmk 
will be n severe disappointment. Too bad; it 
was so beautifully done. 

I t  ir no secret that Avalon Hill has begun to 
actively seek out the "smaller" designers who 
have alreadv published finished products as 
a means of enlarging their line. Two of the 
more recent AH issues. Alexander and 
Wooden Ships and Iron Men. bear that out 
readily. and forthcoming publications of 
Caeser 's &ions (previously known as 
Fq!es!  bp GDW) and Kingmaker will 
rapidly reveal that AH is developing, in 
essence, a minor league system for game 
designers. So far. this system has worked. 
There is no sense in reviewing either 
Al~.rander or Wood~n Ships, as they have 
been around too long for extensive comment. 
The latter was Battleline's big surprise of 
1973-74. a top-flight game of 18th Century 
sea warfare. which. like Tohruk, was based 
on a miniatures system. Here the system was 
ironed out to provide an exciting game of 
combat and panache. although, like Tabnrk, 
its movement system Ieft much to be desired. 
AH has done little to change the game. 
except to give it some nice window dressing. 
In all. it is certainly a worthwhile package for 
those u-ho don't already own the original. 

As for Alexander. it all depends on whether 
you like ancient tactical games. The system is 
quire good, and remarkably clear, based on a 
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somewhat different original by G a v  Gygax 
published Yeam ago- The game makes 
interesting use of different-sized units to 
represent different formations. and the 
historical OB adds a great deal of flavor to 
this rendition of the famous battle of Arbela 
(Caugamela). Notice. however* shourd hc 
made of the mapboard, which is, far and 
away. a 'lassie in the field. With the 
knowledge that the actual battle was fought 
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will ha~ically be a modified version of the 
present N ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~  watPrloo. 
Also published in wilZ be the game 
Mi,,ulpman, This game is still being thought 
out,  The premire is the reaIization of 
the worst predictions of the far right. A U.S. 
which has reduced to a third class 
power beref! rnititary strength and allies, 

on a plain that was absolutely level (Darius 
had literal,y made i t  thus by design), the 

appearance of terrain on the map is 
a shock to the system. The fact that i t  

resembles a ubefore3had for a 
dishwasher and bears little, if anv, to 
the actual ruIes of the 
fur ther  to this exercise i n  
grotesquer_v as  someone's momentasy mental 
abberation. Even so, it's a pretty good game. 

Somethine Blrre 1 
Actually, there's tittle to be blue about in 
Avalon Hill's recent activity. Some games are 
had. some good; but that is to he expected of 
all companies. What is good is that they are 
active; for each good game, no matter where 
it comes from, only serves to increase the 
enjoyment of the hobby for both player and 
publisher dike. It's good. then, to see AH up  
and punching. And once again, like SO man! 
years ago. we eagerly await the next issue 
from the Birthplace of Modern Wargaming. 

you may no'iced by the 
masthead, I've assumed the post of Editor 
of MOVES. Kevin Zucker act as my , 
Managing Editor. Howard Barasch has 
heen given  additiofial administrative 
duties, the press of which prevents him 
from continuing as Editor. No drastic 
policy or format changes will result from 
this shuffling of titles. What 1 am 
attempting to do is regularize the content 
of articles by Category so that you know 

The game in SRT 57 has not yet been 
decided upon. However, for various reasons. 
it will be a game containin!? a 22'" x 34" map 
and at least 20Q every0ne 
knows, we started. with SR T48. reducing the 
physical si;r.e of the games in SRT. This is 
primarily an economy measure, since SR- T in 
itsprevious format was losing l a r ~ e  amounts 
of m""e.Y. In addition. we felt the Folio type 
games in SR.T more to the 

I majority of SAT subscribers. In SRT 52, we 
asked a question on how people felt ahout 
this change. Of the response% about 10% 
said they would not renew on the basis of the 
change. while 3% said they would renew. 
mainly because of the change. Alright, that 
seemed fairly clear-cut. However. since SR T 
48. when we institoted the change. the 
renewal rate har consktently risen. Now, 
something's got to be wrong sm-newhere. The 
answer to this seeming paradox may not be 
all that my?tenous. SAT appeals to a wide 
diversity of tastes. Many af the subscribers 
prefer simple games and many prefer 
complex games. 

Our sotution is thus. Our program of 
financial controls. which we have been a t  for 
the past year+ has proven quite successful 
and we are making a bt[e money 
on S&T. As the  circulation increases, ufe 
make more. hut rather than do that, we're 

, going to experiment with at least one or ma 
full size games out of every six in SAT.  I n  
SAT 54, we will publish the annual report 

a mom detailed breakdown of this 
situation, usual, when faced with a 

, 

what to expect when we call something a 
,,Profile,, or an ,,Operarional Analysis,, or 
whatever. pfease read the call for articls 
on page 29 for details on some of these 
basic articte-categories. These categories 
have been promulgated as guidelines, not 
as hard-and-fast limitations upon what 
we'll prlnt in MOVES. Good articles that 
don't fit into a pigeonhole will still find a 
place in MOVES. In addition, 1 want to 
increase the number of articles which deal 
with the most recent and most widely 
played games (simply because that 
appears to be what most of you want). 
This will still leave some room for eccentric 
ankles about less popular and older 
games. Please help me out in three ways: 
1 )  send in your Feedbacks: 2 )  submit 
articles [see page 29); 3) write me a note or 
two to give me your think~ng on format 
and content. In most cases I won't be able 
to answer personally, but I guarantee I'll 
read them! Thanks to all of you for your 
interest in MOVES and best wishes for 

Redmond A. Simonsen, Editor 

seemingly incomprehensible situation, we'l! 
just jump right in and 

Fpedhack Results, MOVES 22 

Adtie Rating 

h.8' 
2. Forward Ohwrver 6.77 

3. Bull Run in Profile 6.54 
4, ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  h.51 
5. Kunk in Parallel h.40 
h. FnOtnOtes 6.22 
7. Blatantly Subjective Evaluation b.M 
R .  Playback 5.89 
9. SiarForce Follow-up 4.89 

Thls lsqne lovernllt b J  1 



Playback 
READER REVIEWS 
Playback is b a d  on reader evaluation of 
games that i s  acquired through SBT and 
MOVES Feedback sections. Rtadms have k t n  
a r k 4  to rare aspects of gamcs on a serb d I 
(pocrrl to 9(excellent), After the ranking of each 
game there art  a few wmmana from the SPI 
staff. 

Next to the numerical ratins for each game 
are given the aver* range of ratings for the 
over sixty gamcs we have playbacked far. 
Thus. you can easily duermine whether or mt 
a game f average, or above or bebw B V M B ~ .  

Qucsdon A. Whar do yw think of the physical 
quality and laywt of the mapbeet? 
Question 8. What did you think of !& physiml 
quality+and laywt of the rules folder? 
Question C. Whst did you t h i  d the physical 
quality and layout al the unit canters? 
bestian D. What did you think of thc game's 
"ease of play" (how wen the pme "moved 
along")? 
Question E. What did you thlak of rht 
"completenws" of the game's rules (was 
everything thoroughly explaincdl? 
Question R What did you think of the game's 
play batandwas the game interesting Lr both 
sides)? 
Q u d o n  G. What did you think abwt the 
suitability of me kn# of the avatsge game? 
Question R What did yon think d the 
suitability of the amwnt uf "set-up time" 
nesded? 
Question 1. What did you think of tht suit- 
ability of tht  complexity of tbt #me? 
Question K. What did you think d the pme's 
rcd~rn? 
Qucstion L Whst did you think of the game 
overall? 
Quatian M. Would you buy this game again 
after having playad it? 
Qutstion N. Did you think pu your 

I money'swwth? 

The let* ratings of mlitairt play indieate high 
(A or B) or low IC or D) Suitability. 

PubSihcr Abbmlatbns: AU=kvPron Hill, 
Baltimore MD.. CGC=Conflict Gamts 
Company. W. LafayOKc IN., GDW=C;swc 
k i i a e r ' s  Worhhcq, N m l  IL., GG= 
Guidon Games. Belfast Me., GR=Gamts 
Research, Bmton Ma, QTC;=Gmma Two 
Game, V a n e w ~ t  KC., t Z = h  M i ,  
Bilmi ML, RG=Raad Games. Liberty C c m c ~  
NJ., SfI=Simulatium PubllEa?i~ag, lw.. 

I 
N.Y., WG=Wugmtm R w s r c h  G q .  
Mrttaia. mc = 5hlularioas higal Cwp* 

Game Titk W d  % h%e; SJ3S 
PubFh: G W  F+h. Bate; Ion4 
Subjett: O m  ltrd ab~dkWm d tb 

enraltr m. mmkr bI 1M. 
Design1 ArtlDcretap: M.rrt M f l h r m  
&=mu= 
Number lef 8tayers %kwhg: % h % c :  1 

4 -Map, Physical 
3 -Rdd. Fh~gIcal 
C -Couatcts.~i~srl  
n - m o f r b  
% -tompleteness 
F - P f y & f a l ~ ~ ~  
6 . C e n ~ ~ b i l i t p  
H .%-up SwimbilitJr 
J -CnmpleJlaty SuiPBbiUty 
PL - R d i r n  
L -bardlRdq 
M - % W W d d t b ~  

W T  SURVEY DATA-: % who's played pme: 
L AcdcptaMLty: 633. Cvqlexity Ranking: 
7 1  Game Length Ihrs): 46, SoSiirr  
Playability: 4.0. 
Commesb: 5emChldden movement with 
a i r k a  d u s  search system: a h a i r ,  air-tw 
shipcambat. with CAP and wave flying; naval 
cembat snd dea4teyer ween. 

Game Title; Tor-. R i s e :  88.40 
Publisher: GDW Pub, Date: Pfl4 
Stlbjwt: Twtw #lmthbn uf tb 
*-Addan bsah ob b m k ,  17615 
kwkrlrt tb -5 &tory. 
Design/Art#Develop: E)k*nk ChdwkL/Ukk 
B.nner 
Numbsref maye% #eviwin& 87 Date: llm 
-A=a ITrPw 

-1 
A -Map. Physical 6 A  (6.1-6.7) 
B -Wula,F'bysiEat 7.m [~16.~-6.91 
C .Counters, PhyskaI 7 A3 (6.7-7.4) 
D -EssedPJay 5.74 (6.4-7.0j 
& -Completenes$ as14 (6.34$ 
P - P l q  Balana 7-11 b.243) 
G -Lsngth SrPimbility 637 (6.9-6.91 
H -Set-up Suitability 5.8s (624.8 
3 -Complexity Suitability 7.07 I6.0-6-6) 
IL aedisrn 7.W W3-b.Y 
L -&wall Rating 731 (6.24.M 
M -5% Who'd sfdl buy (75%) 
N -% &e*d rooa~y'r worth %% 
S&T SURVEY DATA: % wha've played game: 
9. A-tabilitg: 7.t9. Complexity Ranking: 
7.1. Game h g t h  (hrsl: #. Solitak 
Playabiliiy! 4.0. 
ColmaeDtr: Sequential movement with quasi- 
simuhapews offensive and defensive fin: 
e x t d v e  w of formation and m o d e ,  with 
adds raio combat linlnd t6 both formation 
gad terrain. 



We'd Like You to Write for 

Unlike SBT. most MOVES material originates 7. Footnotes: Shon (lw than 750 words) essays 
with its readers. If you can write a dlwgan'aad on a l m  any subject related to gaming in 
artids about a conflict simulation subject of wide general or specific gamas. 
interest. there's e good chance that yuur article 
will be pubtiahed. Here are the basic types of How IT BE OoNE 
articles that we're looking for: All srtlcbshould be typewrinen, double-speced. 

on 8 H x 1 1" whiie bond. Each tvpwvrltten line 
1, G- prof&: ~ ~ ~ & b ~  end snalyarrs t b  Bhould be no more than €6 characters long and 

with mgard to system, technique of no 1" than 56 characters (including word 

simulation, and owall effectiveness of the -1. na than 25 lines per 
msnw in which th wn his ww manuscript page Iinctuding a Menk double line 
wbjea. P h w l  systems should be touched *" each paragraph). lWanuscript 
upon if critical to the game'smachanics. A PmMa VW should be t~~n-~bered and hw!d 
do= not any of t h  following: & ma the author's name m the upper right of each 
game, offer v a ~ n n r  to rules, give bigtodcd sheet. Do not sraple manuscripts. A cover sheet 
bckgmund h i l ,  give tadca$ or should be included giving the author's name, 
stratqical advice, or include addiimnsl scenarios. a d d m  and phone n u m m  the megory of the 

attide tone of the mven describedl and the 
2. -w A m @  De& with the tactics auggsuggemed title for the anide. Proper terminology 
and strategy d P ~ Y  in a specific W e  (and should lm used in all game articles. Abbreviations 
specific scenarios in a glven game). Such artlctes shou~ be avoided. 
sbould not premt "perfect plans:" rather, they 
Bhould present optimum tactical doctrine and the HOW LONG IT SHOULD BE* 
min  lines of approach to arMeQY or All articles, except Footnot=. shwld be at least 
strategies that are viable in the game. Operational ?,OM) words long. A~iclm should not ex& 
 anal^ do not r&+ew the Qsme, offer variants 7,m words. "Standard" length is 5.000 wo& 
or scenarios. give e a e n h  historical comment. (approrrimmely four printed pages in MOVES). or 
nor do they commmt upon the game design. 22 manuscript paces. Each manuscript page 
except as a function of how tactical doctrine is (types to the afommmtbnd specfimtbns) is 
affecred by it. Rules kpholea and omissions can about one-ha8 of one column of type [or 225 
be deah with as they affect tactics. wordsl. Foomotaa should be no longer than 750 

3. S W ~ L I ~ ~ S  and VarhnX Provides additional words' Anides shou'd not dmd 
merioa to an existing game. Meterial should k map 

~ n t d  in the same we 8s in that game's WHAT YOU GET FOR WHAT YOU WRITE 
may k given if W ~ Y  MOVES ~~~d~ pays a honorarium for afl 

necessary' Variant rules be micles publishad (except fhis 

~ , ~ t ~ ~ ~  ' , h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ ~ : " 2 ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~  homnarium is paid upon article column-hgth and 
varjaions of the origid game aystm. fhey is ~ u r m t b  s4 runniw cohmn of 
should not requin new equipment and should be d ied  text (mtcumed to the nearest half- 
uaMe by the awrags plsyw. New -nter values ~ i u m n l .  Alternetidy. authors may receive their 
M types may be prsmntd, but thb practim honorarium in the form of SPI products. This will 
&ould limited. Such -arias and variants be rendered in terms of current l i  price of items, 
should ba the result d true playtesting by ihe and paid at douMe the rate of the cash 
author. When practical. historid sour= &ould honorarium, i.tr.. 88 per running column of text. 
be cited in a bibliography. This rate is effective as of Issue number 24 of 

MOVES. Please state w r  honorarium prefer- 
4. b * n  C q m :  with the arengths and mce on the mmr sheet of pur  article. 
weakn== of the t e e m  of the Bame as related Honorariumswlll be rendered thirty daysafter the 
to flay and of S h ~ h t i ~ n .  Comp~ents puMicam of tha issue in whkh the anicle 
an ba dealt wfth as they af fec t  play or accuracy. appeers. 
Nitpicking is not allowad: ell critiisrrts should be 
based updn w&r-d a r g u m s  supported COPYRIGHTS AND CONDI7YONS: 
bv documtation end testing when wpl imk.  AII submissions to MOVES &me the p r o m  
Basiwllv one should be s&Wl, "1 can of Simulations Publicetions, Inc. SPI assumes mr 
b m o m a h  m d  Pmw my caw.*' tfian "I r-risibility for submitted material. Authors 
t h i n k ~ s ~ . " S u ~ a ~ i c l e s ~ n b e ~ r ~ s  who wish their unpublished msnuscrlpts 
of ENO Or more games that deal with the =me mumad, should indude -pd, 
bt t le  br specffic subject. addr- 9 x 12" envelope wlth thelr 

FM R~~~ pmvidas organw idrmatbn manumipt. SPI assumes the right of first refuse1 

on some 4 of fhe field of conma simulahn on dl submissions for the six months following 

which is of in- or impwtance to submi&n. Material should not lm subm'md I it 
its pafllcipanw, Should be well-grounded in fact has ~ r ~ i o u d y  ~ubrishd. if it has been 
and give anelytiEel upon Bimuhneouaty submitted to another publisher or 
mathice, data. includas reponage of evenm of All be within the ensuing six months. Unless 
wide leAg., naw othe'Wise notified, authors should assume thm 
large conventions, etc.1. articles not publ ied  within eight months of 

submiasion, have been mfused. 
6. After-Action repom: Slrnller to those apparing 
in strewy & reetics. A d l  -rehd tm- ARTICLES SHOULD BE SUBMITTED TO: 
ment of aaud himry in terms of a simulation Redmmd Simonsen [MOVES] 
game Le.. how the historical event would occur Sirnuletions Publications. Inc. 
on the game map). Can deal with ineon&mc$s 44 East 23rd Streel 
between the game and malhy. New Yorlc. N.Y. 19010 



Feedback 
MOVES nr. 24. puldishcd Dee/Jan 1976 

How l o  Use the Feedback R w p w  Cud:  
:\ltc.r yu~~ 'vc  l in ihvr l  reading thrl issue of 
M D V E S .  please read thr Feedback questions 
[>cluw. :111d give US 'our itnswcrx ;rnd clpinions on 
rhc Fce+lhacic I<rspt>nse Card. -1 hc nlost 
convrliient u-8). f o  IIW lhe card is trb huld il directlv 
:~l t~rrpi t lc  the l i \ r  r l f  yucsrirlnr and then write your 
:~~ l r r r r r - l~uml l r r  ~n the relpurlrc-box on the card 
u hlch currc.hpt,nds In thc qucr~ion number. Please 
lrc \urc vilur arlsacr ~ ~ u n ~ h c r >  arc Iegihlc. and be 
cctl;lln 1ha1  he numhrr c>f lhc response-box 
nl;~tchc\ thr r~umhcr uf Ihr  qursriorl yuu lire 
srl\serlnK. 

I'lc:~\e ht. rurr l o  an\u.rr all the questions asked. 
C'.rrt!\ uEilch :Ire rnuon~pletclv lilltrl out cannot be 
pr~ccr\ctl Wren 3 qucst~un-number has "no 
yuc\~lon*' ;dter i t ,  do rtor write anything in that 
l u r~~cu l . i r  relpunlc-bur. 

What the Numbers Mean: Generallv speaking 
thurc  re tao I V ~ P S  tit q u t ' l t l ~ r t ~  asked in the 
).rcrlh.~ck w r . ~ i r ~ i ~ .  11) Hntlng questionr and (1 )  
'+vcr no, n<> trp~nnlr~" lvpr qucst lttnr. 

R a l l n ~  Q u ~ t l o n s :  Whtn answering a rat in^ 
yucctirtn I\ur.t~ a\  uhar vt>u t h i ~ g h r  o f  J parliculsr 
nrr~clc in rhi\ ~\\ucV nrltt. one number from "O" 
~hruupll "q'.. "I" I\ lhe Wurst Ratinx. "9" is the 
Re\t H.11ing. "7' rnrnnk an ,l%craxe ra~ing, and all 
nunlhcrc hcturen cxprsw uarlnur shades of 
.tpprtwxl rrr d~\,bpprurdl. "W' tndicates "No 
Oplnlon" r r r  *'Not Appl~cahle". 

Y e / N o  Quntlons: When the quckrion is a "yes or 
no" quc\llon. ' 1 " '  nlran7 "Ye%". ' "2" means "'No ' 
land "0" mean\ "No Opinion" or "Not 
Apl>l~ca hle'".F 

Wc h<rl>u vuu *ill ur r  your Fctdhack Responre 
C'~rd  zr vtrur dirvcl-l~nc ro the editor\. 

Qupstlons: 

1 - Y(r quih\rnm 

2 - Ni* qtlc\rlrln 
3 - Nu quc\r1uti 

(luestions 4 t h r o u ~ h  14 ark you to rnte the artlclm 
in thir islur on a scale of 1 = poor to 9 = excellent. 
4 - Mlrdern Baltlcr Prolilc 

5 - Drradnought 8 Jutland 
6 - Pnnrrr Ixader & Panper '44 
7 - Drerdnuught Super Extension 
8 - Furnlation Tactics 

9 - Forward Ob\crvcr 
I0 - Ucrigncr*~ Notes 

L 1 - Fontnotcr (Overall) 
12 - Flayhark 

13 - T h i s  iswc (Overall) 
14 - Wal this iswt' betirr than the lart one? 

15 - Ni) queuion 
16 - Nu question 

The following qumtions a ~ k  you to rate tho 
Indlvfdual "Footnotm"' on a scale of I = pear to 
9 = exrellml. 
17 - 1-o~t n Planning in Tank! 
18 -WWI Allernate Central Powcrs Strateg~ 
19 - Battle for Germany Hi<torical Notes 

20 - Cavalrv in  Blue & Gray 

21 - Arnhem Prntorype Map 
22 - Geography Lesson for Kingmakers 
23 - Ertata 
24 - No question 

25 - Assume that you don't subscribe to MOVES. 
Would the quality of this issue alone moti- 
vate you to subscribe? 

26- For how many issues have you had a 
continuous subscription to MOVES? 0 = I 
don't subscribe: 1 = 'this i s  my first issuc: 2 
= Thia i 5  my second or third issue; 3 = This 
i s  my founh or fifth issue; 4 = This i s  my 
sixth issue: 5 = This is my seventh through 
clcrcnth issue; h = This is my twelfth issue; 
7 = This is my t hirtetnth through eighteenth 
issue: 8 = This is my ninereenth or subse- 
qucnt issuc; 9 = t am a L1Cetime Suhdbtr 
to MOVES (regardless ot- number o f  issues 
received 1. 

27 - Wlr:~t lcrcl nf ctmiplexit~ dr> you prcrer in 
y:tnit.\:' Rille !'uur prclcrrncc nn a 1-9 rc:~le. 
)\,ilh hiyhcr nt~nltrrrc int l ica[ !n~ incrrn\ed 
c+rniplcxi!y. I!se ~ h r  t'cdlowing snnlcs sr 

Kuirl:lincr: Amer~c;~n Kcvulutirin - 4; E a ~ t  ir 
IZtd . 5:  Y,$-I-U - 1) :  K':!~rc~l! - -. 

2R - Yurir age: I - 13 !car< c11d ur yollngcr: 2 = 
1 J. I-: 3 - I*.?[; 4 - ?>-?': 5 - 28-35; h = 
30 tbr ultl'r. 

?9-Y~7irr re%: I - M:ilt.: ? = !:emale. 

30 - Etl ucali+!il: I = l l ye:lr\ or lesc: ? = I?  
vc;irc; 3 -= 13- I T Fcilrl: 4 = 13- I 5  ~ t . 9 r \  and 
\ r i l l  In whtrrbl: 5 = 141 pears: h = I -  vc:lrr ur 
111r1rr. 

31 - HUN lone have y111 brcn playing conflict 
z i l i i ~~ l :~~ i l >n  g:~nit's"? 0 = lcsr rl i :~n 1 pvnr: 1 = 
1 !r:lr: 2 = 2 y r \ . ~ .  8 - H y i 1 r 5 :  = ckr 
~ i i t ~ r c  year\. 

32 - Wi1;it i*, ~hl: ;lvcr;tge nl~rnher tlt hcrrrr\ you 
\pcntl ptaviny Kanle ';iri~ularionr ench 
~ i i i~ t i~h : '  t l  : nij11c; I = 1 hour or 1~5s: % = 

2-5 hr~urs: 3 - h-4 hour\: 4 - 10-15 hours: 
.< - 1 !!-?{I h t~ i i rh ;  t b  = 2 I -?s; - - ?h-JLV: = 

.It-40: 0 = 41 t!r nirtrr l!t>uri. 

33 - Hu\\ rti.lrIy \ in~ul:~liun Glnles luf all 
I)~j l i l i \hr~.\ l  rlrl yt lu  pns\c\\Y 1 = 1-10: l = 
1 1 - 2 0 :  .I - 21.30: 4 = .I)-40: 5 = 41-XI: 0 = 
5ILhO;-= i j l - - O : 8 ~ ~ l . K O ; ~ h =  R !  orn~ure.  

34 - Dirl ytru rcnd in  lhC kri lhack card I'or your 
la51 i*r.ilic 111- MOVES: I = ye\: ? = nu. 

3.5 - Pick thc OVE ;lrc:l ;ibi>ut which you u ould 
nrrlrr like t r l  w c  gaiiicr and arrlclc!, rlrmv: I = 
~incicnl  Iltr>niu. (;rcccr. Bitilical. .I(XXH3C - 

tdWI :\Dl: ? - I h r k  Apcc. nrltl Rcnairwnce 
Ihll).\D - I hllo.4U): 3 .- .TO Yeark War and 
~~rc-%apulvur~ic tlh(HI - I-'M)): 4 = N:rpo- 
Icr>ni~. ! Z q K l b  183I11: 5 - C' i \ -~ l  War, 19th 
C'clitury ttX.10 . l L N H j I ;  h = Wnrld WBT 1 
I TWN) . 1 L # , l t I l :  - = Wt~rId War It [TLj.10 - 
IY45): H - lrr~$l.Wt~rld War I1 (194.5 - 
pfc5cn1 l :  0 = I'rercn~ :1tir1 t 'u~  l lrr I i ln~rhiny 
~ ( l L ' \ l .  

Refer to the descdptlons of the MOVES d c l a  
calegorles set rorfh on pngc 29 of  *Is h u e  I ln the 
announwment 'LWe*d like you to d t e  for 
M O V E S ' I ~  Then rate each of the ralqorle  
according to how much you wadcl Hke to see 
art ic les of that type in MOVES. 1, 2 or 3 = Very 
lirtle interest in thtp type of ndcle; 4, 5, or 6 = 
Mnderate Enterst Ln thls type of article; 7, 8, or 9 
= Definite interest In thls type of  article; 0 = No 
opinion. 

36 - Came Protile 
37 - Operational Analysis 

38 - Scenarios and Variants 

39 - Uesien Critlque 
40 - Ficld Report 

41 - After-Action Report 

42 - Fnor nores 

lr you rated the Game PmBle rategory Inr. 36, 
above] "4" or hiplhcr, rate the lollowln~ game titlpa 
on a scale of E to 9. nccordtn~ to how much you 
wauld Ilke to see a Pmfile-type artlcle on thst Rnme 
in MOVES. Answer "II" trr qwesrions 43 l o  4H If 
rou m ~ e d  questinn nr, 36 lower than "4." 

43 - Global W.lr 

44 - Sorccrcr 
45 - Island Wsr 

36 - Mech War '77 

47 - Fast Ciirrierr 

4% - Napotenn at War 
l I  you rated the Operational Analysis ratqzov Inr. 
37, above! "V or h i ~ h e r ,  rate the follow in^ game 
titlm an a scale of 1 t r l  9, nccordEn~ to how much 
you would like to see an Operalinnal Analysb on 
that game in MOVES. Answer *'IF to qus-slions 49 
to 54 tf jou  rated qucstlon nr. 37 lower than "4." 

49 - I'unic War< 

50 - WorFd War 1 
51 - Battle for Germany 

52 - Mech War '77 
53 - F n r  C:trricrs 
54 - Nnpulenn a1 War 

II !nu rated the Scennrlos md Vartmts rategory 
[nr. 38, ahvel  "4" or hlgher, rate the folIovtng 
Ramo titles on a s r d e  of  1 to 9. a c m r d i n ~  to how 
much ynu would Ilke tn w? n Strnarlos and 
Variants Wlr le  nn that game in MOVES. Answ~r  
'.(I" to questions 55 10 60 it you rated qupstion nr. 
38 lowrr then "4." 
55 - Mudem R~t t tcs  

56 - PRES'TAGS Series Gamm 

57 - Island War 
58 - Mech War '7: 
59 - Fast Citrriers 
Hl- Napoleon at Was 
61 -Would you like to sce rhe rerics of articles 

un Tactlcs (cf. Rasic Tact~cq in MOVES 22. 
Tactlcl o f  the Advance in MOVES 23, and 
Formation Tactics In this i~sucl continucd in  
upconitng issues~ 1 3 ye\: 2 = no: 0 = no 
opinion. 

Rate the complexl~ otearh of  the fo I !odn~ game3 
on a 1-9 ~cale .  'blm' = reN simple; ]up lhrou~hl*'q'* 
= rew complkcated; = hare not played game. 

42 - Chine\e Farm 
63 - Colan 

W - Wurhurg  

65 - M ukden 
M - Fast Carriers 

67 - Komn~el IRGA)  

CrR - Marengo 

69 - Wagram 
70 - lena-Auerstadt 
71 - Batiluof Nat~onr 
72 - Kingmaker (Phil) 
Rate the same games as mncrrns thelr su1tabiliQ 
rot solitaim pla!. Rate them on a 1-9 ~ c d e .  "1 " = 
unsuitable; "9" = highly suitable; "0" = have not 
played Enme. 
73 - Chinwe Farm 
74 - Golan 
75 - W11r~hutg 

76- M u k d c n  
77 - Fast Carriers 



82 - Battle olNations 
83- Kinpmaker(Phil1 

How long docs it take you, on the avemEe, to play 
rhr games IEsted helow? For games wlth multiple 
SrenarSos, give an replwdless of how long 
or shnrt indiridual Scenariw are. Use a 1-9 scale: 
*'1" = IWS than an hour; "2" = one to hra hours; 
n p  - two to t h m  hours; &'4" = three l a  Four 

houm; "5*' = four to h e  h o u ~ ;  "6" = flve to SIX 
hours; *'7" = $11 to reven hours: "8" = seven to 
eight hours; "9" = eight-plus hours. 
R1- Chinese Farm 

AS - Gulan 

86 - W u r z b u r ~  
87 - Mukden 
88 - Fast Carriers 
89 - RontmeF (RCA) 
W - Marengo 

PS-9h - No question 

The results of the following survey are used In our 
PLAYBACK system. This system rtvieus games by 
rhow~np ~ h c  response o f  the people who play the 
games Qucrtrons 104.1 RB are part o f  
PLAYBACK. 

Before each game there are rhirteen questions 
llettcred "A" through "N'*l. Un lc~s otherw~sc 
noted, lhtse questIon5 are answered with a " 1 "  
Iprwr) through "9" lexrellent) rating. 

Ouertlon A - What did you think of the physical 
quality and layout of rhe mapsheet? 

Qucrlion B - What did you think of  !he phyrical 
qusl~ry and lavout of the rules Folder? 

Oues~~on C - What did you think of the phyrical 
qualitv and layout of the unlt counters' 
Question D - W h a ~  d ~ d  you rh~nk of the game's 
"r:~rc ul' play" I ~ U H  U~CII the Rame moved 
a l ( f i ~ " ) '  

Ques~~on E -  What d ~ d  yuu think of the 
"c+implrreness ' v l  the game ' s  ruler ( w a s  
r\crvth~nu thoruuphlv rxpIained>" 
Vucrllon F - wlrai d ~ d  vou ~ h i n k  u i  the game's 
VIA,, halancc lust the Kame lnlrwslinpl lor both 
\idcrlq 

Oue<t~un G -wha t  r l ~ d  vou chink aboul thc 
apprt~pr~atcneu of  he length of thc average 
g~n ie"  
vuestrnn H - Whai d ~ d  vou think of the amount 
ut "wt up time'' needcd before you could begin 
plavtng Ihc gamev 
()uc<~lc~n J - Whal did vou think of the 
apprnpnatenels of  the complexiry of t h~s  game? 
Wur\l~t>n K - What did you thlnk ol'thls ~arnc'r 

yuc\til>n I. - Wh:rt did you think of  this Ranw 
~~\eraIl"! 
Qucr~~on M - Would vou r lr l l  have bought this 
Fame II YOU kneu rhen u ha1 vou know no= about 
I!' I I = Yer, 2 = Nul 

Qucs~~un N - Do you th~nk you received your 
nit~nrr'\north u ~ t h  thrr gamc9 ( 3  = Yes. 2 = 301 

We all1 ask you to raw SIX games. t f  you have not 
played ~hcsc gamer, or have not played them 
enough to be able to evaluatc thcm, then simply 
place "WE*' In the boxes. 

101 - No question 

102 - No questton 
103 - No question 

BATTLE FOR GERMANY 

104 - Que5tion A Imapshett) 

105 - Quest~on B (rulcs) 

1M - Quert~on C \counters) 

107 - Quert~on D (cast o f  play! 
1M - Qucrt~on E lcompleteners 01 rules) 

109 - Quest~on F {balance) 
110 - Quest~on G IItngrh) 

11 1 - Qucsrian H Isel up timcl 

1 12  - Qucstion 1 (complex~tv) 

1 13 - Question K !real~sm) 

1 14 - Qucstion L (overall) 

115 - Questten M Ithcn & now) (>cs ar no only) 
116 - Question N (moncy's worth) (yes or no only) 

1 17 - No question 

MODERN BATTLES QUADRlGAME 

118 -Question A (rnapshcct) 

119 - Quesrion B (rules) 
120 - Questton C (counters) 
121 - Qucstion D (case of play) 
122 - Qucstion E (uornpletencss of rules) 

123 - Qurstion F (balance) 
124 - Questlon G (length) 
125 - Question H Iset.up time1 

126 - Question I lcomplex~tyl 
127 - Qucstion K treal15m) 

1211 - Question L (overall) 
129 - Quest~on M (then & nuul (yes or nu unlvl 

130 - Ques~lon N (money's conh) (yer or no onlvl 
131 - No qucstlon 
132 - No questlon 

DREADNOUGHT 
133 - Qucstion A (mapsheet) 

134 - Questlon B (rules) 
135 - Qucrl~on C (counters) 

136 - Ques~ion D (ease of play) 
137 - Uuestiun E (completeness of iules) 

138 - Question F (balance) 
139 - Questton C (length) 
140 - Question H (set-up time) 

141 - Quest~on 1 ~complcxity) 

142 - Qucstion K (realism) 
143 - Oue~tion L loverall) 
144 - Question M (then % now) lycs or no only) 

145 - '~uestrun N (money's worth) (yes or no only) 

146 - No question 

TOBRUK (AH) 

147 - Question A (mapsheet) 

148 - Qucstion 8 (rules) 

1dq - Question C (counters) 

150 - Quert~on D (cax  of play) 
151 - Question E (complctcncss of rules) 
152 - Question F (balance) 
153 - Qurstian G (length) 

154 - Question H Iset-up time1 
155 - Qucstion 1 (complexity) 

156 - Question K (realism) 

158 - Question M (then dr now) [yes or no only) 

159 - Vucstion N Irnoney's wonhl Eyes or no only) 
160 - No question 
lbl - No questlon 

162 - Question A 

163 - Qucstion B 
164 - Qucs~Eon C 

SSN G D W )  
(mapsheet) 

(rules) 
(counters) 

I65 - Question D (ease o f  play) 
166 - Question E (cornplctencrs of rules) 

167 - Qucst~on F (balance) 

171 - Uuert~on K (realism) 

372 - Outstion L Ioveratll 
173 - Quertion M (then & now) (yes or no only) 

174 -- Ouestion N (money's worth) (yes or no only) 

YON MANSTEINS BATTLES (RGA) 
176 - Qucsrion A Imapshect) 
177 - Question B Iruler) 

178 - Question C (counrcrs) 

179 - Question D leare of  play) 

180 - Question E Icomplctcness of  ruler1 

181 - Qucstion F (balance) 

182 - Questton G Elength) 
I83 - Uuest~on H Fsct-up time) 

184 - Question I (complexity) 
185 - Qucst~on K (real~srnl 

186 - Qucstion L Eover~II) 
187 - Ouest~on M (then L now) (yes or no only) 

188 - Questlon N Irnonty's worth) lycr or no only) 
189 - 196 - No question 
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( Sorcerer Demons, Trolls, Air Dragons and Sorcerers 
rn Teleportation, Conjuration, Magic Bolts and Vortexes 

Full, faur-color map and counters 

1 The Game of Magical Conflict 

Sorcerer 1s SPl's flrst game of maglc and 
fantasv The 22" x 34" map deptcts a mu111 
cotor~cl land of sorcery Each one-~nch hex 1s 

I coded w ~ t h  the cotor of the rnaglc most 
I powerful In that locatlon There are seven hues 
I of maqlc, In all, each of which rs more powerful 

I 

than the next1 Sorcerers can perform many 
feats of rnaqlc conjure maglcal unjts (by 
sxpendrng hrlovernent Potntsl, throw rnaglc 
bolts teleport themselves and the~r armles; 
change Ihe color o f  hexes, clone themselves 
into ~hrPe Sorc~rers,  creale The devastat~ng 
Vortexps and make rhems~lves disappear 

Combat takes place uslng a unlquesysfern, the 

i 
strenqth of unrts 1s h~qhly var~able, dependrng 
upon the color of the unit, the color of the hex, 
and the rotor of the defender Attacklnq and 
defendlnq unlts occupy the same hex when ) e n g a g ~ d  In combat There are nlne Scenar~os. 

- \ including solita~re, mult~ player, and two-plaver ) 
Scenar~os Thp Trquence of play IS F ~ r s t  Player 
m o v ~ ~ ? b o t h  Players attacklsecand Plaver 
moves'both Players attack In multl-player 

I Scenar~os. Ihe Ftrst Plaver IS variable (lusr to I 
keep vou guessing as to who has the 1nlt;atlvel 

I 


